Command Officers

Lt. Cdr. Dixon Brande (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Command Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

10

Command

4

Security

4

Daring

9

Presence

9

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

2

Focuses: Hand Phasers, History, Klingon Tactics, Shipborne Weapons Systems, Starfleet Protocols, Helm
Operations
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist
great hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn,
irrational, and unpredictable.
Values:
Proud and Honest: Brande is proud of who and what he is, and believes whole-heartedly in Starfleet's
values.
Driven By Ambition: Brande desperately wants to be the youngest captain in Starfleet history and
pushes himself to excel not only beyond his peers, but sometimes beyond reasonable expectations.)
Anticipates Treachery: Having been once burned, Brande expects Klingons (and most other nonFederation aliens) to betray their word, and to lie, cheat, and steal.
Crew's Big Brother: Brande sees himself -rightly or wrongly- as the crew's champion and advocatedemanding the best for them and from them. His door is always open and he's always willing to listenthough not necessarily sympathetically. This occasionally puts him at odds with his captain.
Talents:
Spirit of Discovery- Brande has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend
one Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for
spending Determination still apply.
Follow My Lead- Once per scene, when Brande succeeds at a Task during combat or another perilous
situation, you may spend one Determination. If you do, choose a single ally. The next Task that ally
attempts counts as having assistance from you, using your Presence + Command.
Resolute- Brande is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum
Stress by three.
Bold (Security)- Whenever Brande attempts a Task with the Security Discipline, and you buy one or
more d20s by adding to Threat, you may re-roll your dice pool.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 15
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Dixon Brande is young, brash, and ambitious- eager to gain command faster than anyone in Starfleet history.
This desire has occasionally led him into reckless action, but several incidents with the Klingons (and the death
of his closest friend) have also taught him caution. Dixon Brande is conscientious and capable officer who is
always on the lookout for his crew- demanding the best both for them and from them.

Captain Welland Foster

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Command Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

11

Command

4

Security

5

Daring

9

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

9

Reason

8

Engineering

1

Medicine

2

Focuses: Appraisal (Gem stones), Composure (Grace Under Fire), Hand Phasers, Hand-to-Hand Combat,
Starship Tactics, Survival
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist
great hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn,
irrational, and unpredictable.
Values:
First In Harm's Way: Foster sees his ship (and by extension, all of Starfleet) as the spear and shield of the
Federation. Above all else, it's their job to push back the frontiers and to protect the rights, lives, and
property of Federation citizens- even at the cost of their own.
Duranium Ships and Iron Men: Foster sees it as his job to temper himself and his crews, to toughen them for
the trials and challenges ahead. He is never deliberately cruel or abusive, but he has little patience with
complaints or grumbling about “trivial matters”. Foster expects discipline, obedience, and iron loyalty from
his crew- and offers the same in return. He cannot abide disobedience or betrayal.
Fortune Favors the Bold: Foster believes the maxim, “faint heart ne'er maiden won”, and that it is better to
take action than to accept the status quo. He believes strongly in baiting others to show their hand before
committing to solid action- but once he chooses to act, he's “all-in” on that action.
Strong Right Hand: Captain Foster had forged a close working relationship with his previous bridge team,
particularly his Executive Officer. After the ambush (and excesses) at Capris V, the “betrayal” and loss have
shaken the man to his core.
Talents:
Bold (Command)- Whenever Foster attempts a Task with the Command Discipline, and buys one or more
d20s by adding to Threat, you may re-roll your dice pool.
Dauntless- Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus d20 to
your dice pool.
Resolute- Foster is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. His maximum Stress is increased by 3.
Veteran- Foster is a seasoned officer, drawing upon inner reserves of willpower and determination in a more
measured and considered way. Whenever Foster spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is
rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 17
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 8:, Size 1, Charge.
Welland Foster was born on the joint Orion-Federation Colony Merced IV. His parents were prosperous merchants
dealing primarily in crystals- both gemstones and industrial crystals such as dilithium. Because of its proximity to
both the Orion worlds and the Klingon border, Merced IV was subject to frequent pirate raids. Foster's parents
considered it part of the “cost of doing business”, but the predations infuriated young-Welland who enlisted in
Starfleet at the earliest possible age.
Foster and Petty Officer James Gil (his closest friend) were serving together aboard the Niobe when that starship
was ambushed by Cardassian raiders using a fake distress signal. Following that action Foster was decorated for
gallantry and granted a field commission, but Gil was dead, a casualty of war.
Foster continued his service aboard the Niobe, followed by tours aboard the Demeter, Albany, and Marblehead. His
previous post was as Exec aboard the Excelsior Class USS Repulse. He has commanded Chiron for the last six
years.
Early in 2366, the Chiron responded to a distress signal on Capris V, an ostensibly neutral colony world near the
Cardassian border. When Chiron beamed down a landing party, a “renegade” Cardassian special forces unit

activated both shields and transport inhibitors and attempted to capture the Chiron's landing party, critically injuring
the Chiron's Executive Officer.
Rather than sit tight and await rescue, the remaining landing party members engaged in a running gunfight with the
Cardassians which cost the lives of four Chiron officers and crew, seventeen civilians (innocent bystanders) and
eleven Cardassian soldiers.
Following the incident (and for fear of scuttling the peace talks), both sides disavowed the actions of those present,
declared Capris V off-limits to all personnel, and classified the matter, swearing everyone involved to silence.

Captain Rebecca Jorden (Loaner Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Command Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

8

Command

4

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

1

Fitness

12

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

3

Focuses: First Aid, Hand Phasers, Small Unit Tactics, Starship Strategy and Tactics, Survival,
Unarmed Combat
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Accomplish The Mission: When Captain Jorden sets her mind on an objective, she accomplishes it, no
matter how grueling the task.
Foundation Upon Which Others Rely: Fear and doubt are contagious. The crew draws strength and resolve
from the Captain's example. Jorden will not quit and neither will she allow her subordinates to do so.
I Will Survive: Beaming someone is a life-and-death responsibility, as every transport subject's
life is in Tomlinson's hands. She takes that responsibility seriously and takes every care to make sure every
Preparation and Flexibility: Planning and preparation are key, but no battle plan survives contact with the
enemy. To survive- and win- a person must be prepared to adapt to events and circumstances,
Talents:
Indefatigable- Captain Jorden doesn't give up, and failure does not deter her. When you fail a task, and
attempt that task again during the same scene, reduce the Difficulty of the second attempt (and any
subsequent attempts if you still fail) by 1.
Precautions- You prepare for the worst, just in case. Once per scene, when an ally suffers an injury or the
ship suffers a breach, you may prevent that injury or breach; describe what precaution you took to allow that
ally to avoid being injured or to prevent that breach occurring.
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Tough- Whenever Captain Jorden uses the Avoid an Injury act, the cost is reduced by one, to a minimum of 1.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 19
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
A survivor of the ill-fated Calpamos-B (Zeta 2 Reticuli 6B) colony, Captain Jorden is a rugged survivor with a neversay-die attitude and a willingness to endure hardship in order to accomplish her goals. With nearly all the adults
either dead or incapacitated, then-eleven-year-old Rebecca was forced to assume leadership of the other survivors,
organizing them to gather food, shelter, and to scrounge whatever other supplies were available. Her efforts allowed
the twenty-one survivors to last seventeen days until a Starfleet rescue team arrived.
When she was old enough, Jorden entered Starfleet Academy, earning high marks and rapid promotion for her
determination and resilience.

Captain Thaddeus “Thad” Rhyne
(Supporting Character/Major NPC)- Starfleet Command Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

11

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Animal Handling, Astrogation, Hand Phasers, Hand-to-Hand Combat, Helm Operation, Starfleet
Protocols.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Hard work Breeds Success: Preparation and fore thought are as important as strength.
Lead By Example: Rhyne will not hold his people to standards to which he cannot adhere nor to take risks he
himself will not take.
Fortune Favors The Bold: Risk is part of the job. There are many times when you cannot succeed if you're
not willing to “throw the dice”.
Foundation Upon Which Others Rely: Fear and doubt are contagious. The crew draws strength and resolve
from the Captain's example.
Talents:
Spirit of Discovery- Rhyne has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend
one Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for
spending Determination still apply.
Pack Tactics- Whenever Rhyne assists another character during combat, the character you assisted gains
one bonus Momentum if they succeed.
Follow My Lead- Once per scene, when Rhyne succeeds at a Task during combat or another perilous situation,
you may spend one Determination. If you do, choose a single ally. The next Task that ally attempts counts as
having assistance from you, using your Presence + Command.
Tough- Whenever Rhyne uses the Avoid an Injury act, the cost is reduced by one, to a minimum of one.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 15
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Thaddeus “Thad” Rhyne is an off-world colony farm boy who made a name for himself in Starfleet.
Four tours of duty along the Klingon border led to a command of his own, and a lot of aches and pains
along the way. Rhyne earned his stripes through hard work, dedication, and never-say-die resolve. Along the
way he clashed with the Klingon, Orions, K'Zinti and several others- and has the scars to prove it.
Rhyne believes in hard work, duty, and loyalty, and although he maintains the distance and formality required
of a starship captain, his loyalty to his crew and calm resolve are frequently the foundations upon which his
crew rely.

Captain Bennion Sinclair

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Command Officer, Commanding Officer USS Danmark NCC-1824
Attributes
Disciplines
Control

9

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

12

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

7

Reason

10

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Astrogation, Cultural Studies, Diplomacy, Hand Phasers, Starship Tactics, Unarmed Combat
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Teacher And Guide: Captain Sinclair seems himself primarily as a teacher and an explorer. Two stints of
shore duty at Starfleet Academy (plus the Kelly's tours as training ship) have inculcated something of a
professorial mindset.
Each According To His Gifts: Captain Sinclair is quick to promote and reward those who excel, and quick to
discard those he considers unworthy. Officers with Sinclair's stamp of approval in their personnel jacket
almost invariably turn out to be outstanding officers, and other captains are happy to have them come
aboard.
Beyond The Farthest Star: Despite his practical and pragmatic duties as a teacher and mentor, Captain
Sinclair remains an explorer at heart, eager to see what lies where no one has gone before. He seeks to
instill that same enthusiasm in his officers and crew.
Pass On What You Have Learned: Sinclair seeks to embody the ideals of Starfleet and the Federation,
and in so doing, to inspire his officers and crew to the same standards. He is, by turns, a trustworthy
confidante, a loyal friend, and a demanding and meticulous taskmaster.
Talents:
Disarming Nature- Sinclair is patient, sociable, and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are
engaged in a Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by
1.
Spirit of Discovery- Sinclair is possessed of the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may
spend one Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for
spending Determination still apply.
Teacher- Beyond only being a leader, you concern yourself with the development and growth of your crew,
taking pride in their accomplishments. When you create an advantage for an ally that represents your
guidance or advice, that ally may re-roll one d20 on a single task they attempt which benefits from that
advantage.
Time Management- During any Challenge, Extended Task or other activity under time pressure, the character
may attempt a Control + Command Task with a Difficulty 3. If this Task succeeds, reduce the total number
of intervals the Players have taken by 1; for every 2 Momentum spent (Repeatable) reduce by a further 1.
The character has managed to minimize lost time. If the Task fails, add one additional interval as the
character’s efforts actually waste time.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Captain Sinclair is a staid, patient officer of almost forty years' experience. Sinclair began his career as a science
officer specializing in interspecies relations, but quickly changed to the Command track. He served aboard the
starships Ticonderoga, Enterprise (NCC-1701-C), T'Saav, Greene, and London before assumed command of the
Danmark.
Sinclair is quiet, reserved, and dignified, and expects the best from his officers and crew. He can be rather
demanding if he believes he's getting less than the best from his people, but is as quick to reward above-average
performance.

U.S.S. Danmark NCC-1824
Constitution Class (Tikopai Variant) Cruiser
Attributes

Departments

Communications

7

Sensors

8

Command

4 Engineering

2

Computers

8

Structure

9

Conn

1

Science

3

Engines

10

Weapons

9

Security

3

Medicine

2

Talents:
Improved Damage Control- The ship has more efficient damage reporting systems, and better-trained teams
of technicians, allowing the crew to respond more quickly to damage during a crisis. When a character takes
the Damage Control Task aboard this ship, they may re-roll a single d20. If the repairs require an Extended
Task, then the characters also gain Progression 1, adding +1 to Work done for each Effect rolled.
Improved Impulse Engines- Danmark's thrust-to-mass ratio is higher than on most ships, allowing the ship to
accelerate much more quickly. When the flight controller succeeds at the Impulse, Attack Pattern, Evasive
Action, or Ramming Speed Tasks, they may spend 2 Momentum to increase the Difficulty of attacks
against the ship by 1 until the start of the flight controller’s next Turn, due to the ship’s rapid acceleration.
Modular Laboratories- The ship has considerable numbers of empty, multi-purpose compartments that can
be converted to laboratories as and when required. At the start of an adventure, the crew may decide how
the modular laboratories are configured; this configuration counts as an Advantage which applies to work
performed within the laboratories.
Rugged Design- Danmark was built for long and hard service with hull reinforcements and system
improvements. Reduce the Difficulty of all Tasks to repair the ship by 1, to a minimum of 1.
Scale: 4
Combat

Resistance: 4 Shields: 12
Power: 10
Crew Support: 4
Weapons and Attacks:
Phaser Banks; Medium, 8:, Versatile 2.
Photon Torpedoes; Long, 6:, High Yield.
Tractor Beam; 3:,

Refits: 5 (+1 Computers, Structure, Weapons, +2 Engines)
Traits: Federation Starship. Long-Serving
One of the longest serving starships in Federation service, Danmark is one of the very last of the Constitution
Class cruisers. No longer suitable for “frontline” service, Danmark has received only minimal upgrades and is
largely in her original (post-2280s refit) condition. Relegated to training cruises and “showing the flag”,
Danmark has provided real-life, hand-on experience to generations of Starfleet cadets 1.

1

Danmark is suitable for inclusion as a “special guest star” or as the setting for an Academy story line/adventure.

Commander Thr'Rin(Loaner Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Command Officer
Commanding Officer, U.S.S. Duchesne NCC- 3543
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

10

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

2

Focuses: Astrogation, Flight Control, Hand Phasers, Starship Strategy and
Tactics, Starship Weaponry, Unarmed Combat.
Trait: Caitian. Caitians are all slightly smaller in both height and weight than average humanoids – with most
reaching between 1.5-1.7 meters. They have retained the retractable claws of their evolutionary ancestors along
with a flexible tail. Caitians are carnivorous and prefer uncooked meat. While they evolved from predatory
felines, the Caitians are regarded as some of the greatest poets and philosophers within the Federation.
Values:
Duty, Trust, and Honor: Thr'Rin understands that service in Starfleet is a privilege and an honor- and seeks to
uphold the best traditions and most noble aspects of the uniform she wears.
Ship and Crew: Thr'Rin is particularly proud of the Duchesne and its crew, having served alongside them for
many years. She is mentor and friend to her officers with a (comparatively) informal command style.
Thr'Rin trusts her crew implicitly and would lay down her life for any of them.
Wandering Star: The missions upon which the Duchesne is employed take the ship all over the Federation
(and, in some cases, beyond). This has afforded Thr'Rin the chance to explore new cultures, if not
necessarily new worlds- which opportunity she relishes.
Working Class Hero: Though Thr'Rin has always aspired to command of a starship, she lusted neither for
the glory nor the notoriety of a ship-of-the-line such as a Galaxy Class. She is content instead to serve
humbly, taking pride in doing the work-a-day missions which keep both Starfleet and the Federation running
smoothly.
Talents:
Close-Knit Crew- You and your crew have bonded through shared adversity, and you all pull together when
the situation demands. When a scene begins, if there are fewer points of Momentum in the group pool than
there are characters in the scene who possess this talent, immediately add 1 point of Momentum to the
group pool.
Disarming Nature- Thr'Rin is patient, sociable, and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are
engaged in a Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by
1.
Precautions- You prepare for the worst, just in case. Once per scene, when an ally suffers an injury or the
ship suffers a breach, you may prevent that injury or breach; describe what precaution you took to allow that
ally to avoid being injured or to prevent that breach occurring.
Widely Traveled- Having traveled space for most of her adult life, Thr'Rin has seen much and has picked up
bits of knowledge and unusual skills along the way. Once per mission, the character may add 1 to Threat to
gain an additional Focus for the remainder of that mission, representing a specific skill or field of knowledge
the character possesses which is useful in the current situation.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Thr'Rin is a woman who has largely accomplished her goals in life, having dreamed since childhood of
commanding a starship. She has a ship, a mission, and a close-knit, reliable crew- what more can she ask?

U.S.S. Duchesne NCC-4823
Miranda Class Transport
Attributes

Departments

Communications

8

Sensors

9

Command

3 Engineering

1

Computers

8

Structure

8

Conn

3

Science

3

Engines

8

Weapons

9

Security

2

Medicine

3

Talents:
Advanced Sickbay- Because Duchesne is tasked with crisis and emergency response, one of the few refits
she's actually received involve an extremely well-equipped, upgraded sickbay far larger than is needed for
her crew. The ship gains the Advanced Sickbay Advantage, which reduces the Difficulty of all Tasks related
to medicine and biology (performed within the sickbay itself) by 2. Additionally, the Momentum Cost to
Remove Injury is reduced to 0. This Advantage is lost if the ship’s Computers System is Disabled.
Diplomatic Suites- Duchesne has numerous high-quality staterooms for hosting VIPs, as well as briefing
rooms and other facilities that allow the ship to serve as a neutral ground for diplomatic summits, trade
negotiations, and similar functions. When hosting negotiations, members of the crew may be assisted by the
ship’s Computers + Command or Structure + Command.
Extensive Shuttlebays- The vessel’s shuttlebays are large, well-supplied, and able to support a larger number
of active shuttle missions simultaneously. The ship may have twice as many small craft active at any one
time as it would normally allow, and it may carry up to two Scale 2 small craft.
Improved Hull Integrity- The ship’s hull has been reinforced to hold together better under stress and damage.
The ship’s Resistance is increased by 1.
Scale: 4
Combat

Resistance: 5 Shields: 110 Power: 8
Weapons and Attacks:
Phaser Banks; Medium, 7:, Versatile 2.
Tractor Beam; 3:,

Crew Support: 4

Traits: Federation Starship. Long-Serving
First entering service in 2291, U.S.S. Duchesne spent two decades exploring the final frontier before being taken in
hand for modification and reassignment. The heavy firepower inherent in her original design was removed and her
internal configuration altered to accommodate passengers and cargo.
Following modification, Duchesne was assigned to Starfleet Materiel Supply Command division under the Starfleet
Operations Department, She is primarily tasked with moving priority cargoes and personnel, as well as crisis and
response missions. As such, Duchesne can be found almost anywhere in Federation space (and, occasionally,
outside it).

CDR Andrew Tiernan (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Command Officer , Commanding Officer, USS Timpanogos.
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

10

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Diplomacy, Flight Control, Starship Strategy and Tactics, Starship Weaponry, Trade Routes, Unarmed
Combat
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
A Case Every Now-and-Then: While he's never done (and is unlikely to do) anything overtly illegal, Tiernan
has been known to “bend” regulations for his friends from time to time.
Better Dead Than Grounded: Tiernan loves to fly above all else in life, and enjoys being distant from
headquarters and able to keep most officialdom at arm's length.
Born Under A Wandering Star: Tiernan is (at heart) a vagabond and wanderer- at home only in the stars.
Fortune Favors the Bold: Tiernan believes that “faint heart ne'er won fair maiden”, and that it is better to
take action (and the initiative) once others “show their hand”. Once he's decided on a solid course of
action, Tiernan is “all-in” on that action.
Talents:
Bargain- When negotiating an offer with someone during Social Conflict, you may re-roll a d20 on your next
Persuade Task to convince that person. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, you gain the
Progression 1 benefit when you roll your Challenge Dice.
Disarming Nature- Tiernan is cheerful, sociable, and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are
engaged in a Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by
1.
Well Informed- Tiernan maintains contacts everywhere and listens for news and rumors from far and wide. At
the start of a scene, you may add 1 to Threat to ask the Gamemaster two questions about the situation or
location, as if you had spent Momentum on the Obtain Information spend. The answers you receive will be
knowledge you’ve gained from your contacts and the news and rumors you’ve heard.
Widely Traveled- Having traveled space for more of his adult life, Tiernan has seen a lot and has picked up
bits of knowledge and unusual skills along the way. Once per mission, the character may add 1 to Threat to
gain an additional Focus for the remainder of that mission, representing a specific skill or field of knowledge
the character possesses which is useful in the current situation.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 14
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Gregarious, boisterous, and friendly, Andrew Tiernan matches a ruddy complexion with orange-red hair, a
boyish charm and an unparalleled enthusiasm for adventure. Despite his rank and posting, Tiernan is still a
relatively young officer, and is good-natured and friendly (almost to a fault). He runs a tight ship, but his
command style is more informal than most.
Because Timpanogos is primarily tasked with “mail runs” between Starbase 214 and the ships and colonies in
the border sectors, Tiernan is a good source of news and gossip about the spacelanes in those areas. He is
also in a position to perform certain “favors” and acquire odd or unusual merchandise for the officers stationed
in the area.

U.S.S. Timpanogos NCC-4823
Sydney Class Transport
Attributes

Departments

Communications

9

Sensors

9

Command

3 Engineering

3

Computers

9

Structure

10

Conn

3

Science

2

Engines

10

Weapons

7

Security

2

Medicine

2

Talents:
Diplomatic Suites- Timpanogos has numerous high-quality staterooms for hosting VIPs, as well as briefing
rooms and other facilities that allow the ship to serve as a neutral ground for diplomatic summits, trade
negotiations, and similar functions. When hosting negotiations, members of the crew may be assisted by the
ship’s Computers + Command or Structure + Command.
Rugged Design- Timpanogos was built for long and hard service with hull reinforcements and system
improvements. Reduce the Difficulty of all Tasks to repair the ship by 1, to a minimum of 1.
Improved Impulse Engines- Timpanogos's thrust-to-mass ratio is higher than on most ships, allowing the
ship to accelerate much more quickly. When the flight controller succeeds at the Impulse, Attack Pattern,
Evasive Action, or Ramming Speed Tasks, they may spend 2 Momentum to increase the Difficulty of attacks
against the ship by 1 until the start of the flight controller’s next Turn, due to the ship’s rapid acceleration.
Scale: 4
Combat

Resistance: 4 Shields: 12
Power: 10
Weapons and Attacks:
Phaser Banks; Medium, 7:, Versatile 2.
Tractor Beam; 3:,

Crew Support: 4

Refits: 5 (+1 Comms, +1 Computer, +1 Engines, +2 Structure)
Traits: Federation Starship. Long-Serving
Like her “space bum” Captain, the U.S.S. Timpanogos is something of “a wandering star”. Primarily tasked
with “mail runs” between Starbase 214 and the ships and colonies in the border sectors, Timpanogos is a
familiar sight along the spacelanes and is usually a good source for news and gossip about the regions in which
she travels. Although primarily used for logistical support and cargo runs, Timpanogos also routinely (if not
regularly) hosts diplomatic and trade legations as well as the occasional “fact-finding” junket for Federation
officials.

Flight Control /
Conn Officers

Grev Blasch'Kehr

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Flight Control/Conn Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

8

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

10

Presence

8

Conn

3

Science

5

Fitness

9

Reason

11

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Astrogation, Hand Phasers, Helm Operation, Forcefield Technology, Small Craft Operation, Starship
Security Systems
Trait: Tellarite. Tellarites have a keen sense of smell and a high tolerance for many common drugs, toxins, and
inebriants (Tellarites don’t get drunk, just feisty). They also have excellent eyesight, and more acute
perception of distance, depth, and dimension than humans.
Values:
The Spice of Life: Grev believes that diversity is the spice of life and is quick to overcome preconceptions
and prejudices- both in food and in people.
Better Dead Than Grounded: Grev loves to fly above all else in life, and though he is quick to push the
limits and show what he can do, he also takes careful steps to avoid attracting the attention of wrathful
superiors.
Never Leave a Man Behind: Grev saw the result of the Klingon's brutality toward his friend Aaron
Buchanan, and swore to himself he would never leave someone behind again.
Two Pair are Better Than One: Whether in piloting their ship or pulling a prank, Grev delights in pooling his
talents alongside those of his shipmates, believing that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
Talents:
Sturdy- Grev has a blend of physical resilience and mental fortitude such that you’re difficult to subdue.
You reduce the cost to resist being knocked prone by the Knockdown damage effect by one, to a
minimum of 0, and gain +1 Soak against all attacks to Stun.
Bold (Conn)- Whenever Grev attempts a Task with the Conn Discipline, and you buy one or more d20s by
adding to Threat, you may re-roll your dice pool.
Untapped Potential- Grev is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the
character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum
or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :,
and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Push the Limits- When Grev attempts a Conn Task that has increased in Difficulty due to environmental
conditions or engine damage, reduce the Difficulty by one, to a minimum of one.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
Ensign Grev is a newly assigned young officer newly graduated from the Academy. Like many of his people,
Grev is loud and argumentative, but he also has a better understanding of human culture and humor than mostand so he tempers his “exuberance” among those who might not understand it. Grev is best-friends (and coconspirator) with Helmsman Aaron Buchanan (with whom he was roommates at the Academy), and the two
share a love of practical jokes and a friendly rivalry over who is the better pilot.
During their cadet cruise, Grev, Buchanan, and the rest of their landing party were captured by Klingon
renegades. The two young officers were able to engineer an escape; Grev shorted the forcefield holding them
while Buchanan led the Klingons on a merry chase as a diversion, allowing the remaining officers to be rescued
undetected. Buchanan was recaptured, badly beaten, and subsequently promoted for his bravery and
perseverance- a fact which bothers Grev not at all. Despite the fact that the escape was a team effort, Grev
considers Buchanan's promotion well-earned and does not feel slighted in the least- and will excoriate anyone
who suggests his friend did not deserve the honor done him.

Aaron Buchanan(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Flight Control/Conn Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

10

Command

1

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

4

Science

3

Fitness

10

Reason

8

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Ancient Aircraft, Astrogation, Athletics, Combat Tactics, Helm Operation, Small Craft Pilot
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist
great hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn,
irrational, and unpredictable.
Values:
Invincibility of Youth: Like most humans his age, Aaron Buchanan believes he lives a charmed life and is
unafraid to take risks which might give wiser men pause.
Brash, Bold, and Daring: Aaron fancies himself as heir to the adventurous era of Starfleet history and the
“swashbuckling” age of the old Errol Flynn movies which filled his youth. Buchanan fancies himself as
potentially a hero in the same vein.
Faint Hearts No Fair Maiden Won: Buchanan is as reckless in matters of the heart as he is in more
conventional pursuits.
Know Thy Enemy: Despite his brash (and somewhat reckless) nature, Buchanan is no fool- Buchanan
understands that preparation and foreknowledge are the key to success and survival.
Talents:
Bold (Conn)- Whenever Buchanan attempts a Task with the Conn Discipline, and you buy one or more d20s by
adding to Threat, you may re-roll your dice pool.
Untapped Potential- Buchanan is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever
the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum
or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds
one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Push the Limits- When Buchanan attempts a Conn Task that has increased in Difficulty due to environmental
conditions or damage to the engines, reduce the Difficulty by one, to a minimum of one.
Spirit of Discovery- Buchanan has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend
one Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for spending
Determination still apply.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Aaron Buchanan is a recent graduate of Starfleet- young, eager, and dashing. He is best-friends with Chief
Navigator Grev, (with whom he was roommates at the Academy), and the two share a love of practical jokes and a
friendly rivalry over who is the better pilot.
During their cadet cruise, Buchanan, Grev, and the rest of their landing party were captured by Klingon renegades.
The young officers were able to engineer an escape; while Grev shorted the force field holding them, Buchanan led
the Klingons on a merry chase as a diversion, allowing the others to be rescued undetected. Buchanan was
recaptured by the Klingons and badly beaten. Starfleet subsequently promoted Buchanan, but not Grev- a fact which
occasionally bothers Buchanan. Grev, on the other hand, feels Buchanan's promotion was well-earned and does not
feel slighted in the least.

Martin Morris McKinley

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Flight Control/Conn Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

9

Command

3

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

11

Conn

4

Science

2

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

2

Medicine

2

Focuses: Astrogation, Atmospheric Flight, Shuttlecraft Operations, Strategy and Tactics, Hand Phasers,
Unarmed Combat.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
My “Big Sister”: McKinley initially had a rough go at the Academy until (now-LTJG) Cassidy Winters
“adopted” him as “her baby brother”. Winters hectored, nagged, and brow-beat McKinley into completing
his academic assignments and tutored him in areas where he was weak. Initially bemused, flustered, and
finally irritated, McKinley grudgingly acknowledges Winters kept him from being expelled from the Academy.
Death Is Only A Crushing Vacuum Away: The death of a close friend during their midshipman cruise has
planted a seed of doubt in his mind, however, and Norris is (perhaps overly) aware of the dangers of life in
space. This fixation has yet to interfere with his duties, but the gruesome possibilities are never far from his
mind.
Strategy And Tactics: Although bored (nearly) to tears with the academic requirements of his trade, McKinley
has a genuine gift for strategy and tactics- and for what his instructors at the Academy called “mad
inspiration”. When confronted with a tactical or strategic problem, Norris prefers unconventional solutions
and strategies to “a stand-up fight”. He also takes inordinate joy in proving himself superior to rivals and in
making them look foolish.
Fortune Favors The Bold: McKinley is raw and untempered- and above all, impetuous (not quite bordering on
recklessness). He isn't afraid to act where others might hesitate and is both willing and able to return insult
for insult, or blow for blow.
Talents:
Follow My Lead- Once per scene, when McKinley succeeds at a Task during combat or another perilous
situation, you may spend one Determination. If you do, choose a single ally. The next Task that ally
attempts counts as having assistance from you, using your Presence + Command.
Plan Of Action- When an ally succeeds at a Task that was made possible or had reduced Difficulty because
of an Advantage Norris created (and if that Advantage represented a plan or strategy), they generate
two bonus Momentum. Bonus Momentum cannot be saved into the group pool.
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Untapped Potential- McKinley is youthful and (comparatively) inexperienced, but talented and with a bright
future in Starfleet. Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional
dice with either Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to
the roll of the :, and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 14
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Young, handsome, and slightly unsure of himself, McKinley is a recent Academy graduate who collected more
than his share of commendation and demerits during his four years in San Francisco. Although his academic
achievements were lukewarm (at best), McKinley showed a genuine gift for tactics and strategy, and a tendency
towards mad inspiration/adaptability bordering on (but not quite trespassing into) recklessness. Raw and
untempered, McKinley is competent and capable with the technical aspects of his duties, but requires seasoning and
experience to bring out his true gifts.

LT. Riyah Raptis (Loaner/Supporting Character)Attributes

Starfleet Flight Control Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

3

Science

3

Fitness

7

Reason

10

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Hand Phasers, Impulse Engines, Shuttlecraft Operation, Starship Flight Control, Starship Tactics,
Unarmed Combat,
Trait: Human. Humans are a resilient, diverse, and adaptable species, who often exhibit a dichotomy in their nature –
being both driven to strong emotion and careful reason – and while they have largely grown beyond their warlike
and divisive past, their drive and capacity for aggression are as much a part of their success as their curiosity
and analytical minds.
Values:
I Set My Own Limits: For most of her life, Riyah lived according to rules and expectations set by othersespecially her domineering mother, who had her daughter's life mapped out millimeter by millimeter
(including whom and when she would marry). As a result, Riyah is stubborn, headstrong, and views the
idea “you can't do that” as a challenge (bordering on a personal affront).
No Retreat, No Surrender: Part of Riyah's assertion of independence is a stubborn refusal to concede or
surrender hard-won victories (whether social, professional, or tactical). For many years, she struggled with
the concept of a “friendly competition”- believing that “winning was everything”. She seldom concedes a
point if she thinks she is correct.
Prove My Worth: Riyah Raptis feels driven to prove her mother (and all of her critics) wrong- by being the
best and the brightest- and by making concrete contributions in her field. Riyah will push herself above and
beyond to prove herself.
Something Bigger Than Myself: Starfleet has taught Riyah to turn her drive into service to others. Riyah is a
strong-believer in the ideals of Starfleet and the Federation, and has learned (with some difficulty) to put the
needs of the mission and “the team” ahead of her need to compete.
Talents:
Hands-On Pilot- Your piloting style delves deeply into the technical aspects of a ship’s propulsion systems,
and you spend much of your time in Engineering, fine-tuning power flows, subspace field geometries, and
inertial stabilizers to ensure that the ship flies exactly the way you want it to. When you perform one of the
Impulse, Warp, Evasive Action, or Attack Pattern tasks, the ship may treat its assistance die as if it had rolled
a 1. However, when anyone else pilots the ship, they increase their Complication range by 1, as your
adjustments don’t suit everyone.
Resolute- Riyah is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Spirit of Discovery- Raptis has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend one
Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for spending
Determination still apply.
Untapped Potential- Riyah Raptis is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever
the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum
or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds
one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 4:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Riyah Raptis is the daughter of planetary governor and shipping heiress Darif Raptis. Darif Raptis had strict
(and somewhat archaic) expectations about how her daughter should behave and elaborate (if stifling) plans for
her future. Riyah's rebellion against her mother's expectations and machinations led her to Starfleet (over her
family's objections).

Cassidy Winters

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Flight Control/Conn Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

11

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

4

Science

2

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Astrogation, Atmospheric Flight, First Aid, Hand Phasers, Starship Strategy & Tactics, Unarmed
Combat
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist
great hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn,
irrational, and unpredictable.
Values:
Judge Me By My Size, Do You?: Cassidy Winters is accustomed to people underestimating her- and resents
it. Despite her stature and her appearance, Cassidy is both capable and dangerous- and willing to prove it in
the line of duty.
No Retreat, No Surrender: Winters proved herself during Starfleet survival and evasion training exercises,
winning every competition in her third and fourth years at the Academy- though she pushed her luck almost
too far in training in the Australian Outback. After setting a new endurance record, Winters staggered
(delirious) into the base camp, and had to be airlifted to Starfleet Medical. She'd lost fifteen kilos in under a
week, and took nearly six weeks to recover from the ordeal. Her primary physician remarked that she was
“just too stubborn to die”.
Walls Are Made To Be Knocked Down: Winters is as stubborn with technological problems and intellectual
puzzles as she is with more direct confrontations. During her third year at the Academy, training flights were
grounded by a recurring and mysterious technical fault in the Academy flight trainers. Against orders,
Winters spent thirty-five hours straight examining the ships' systems until she discovered the source of the
fault and presented her superiors with both the explanation and a recommended correction to the problem
Up By His Boot Heels: A year ahead of Ensign Martin McKinley at the Academy, Winters began tutoring thenCadet Norris and informally adopted him as “her kid brother”. His lack of discipline and drive often drove
her to distraction, but she continues to push “Marty” (a nickname only she uses) to live up to his potential.
She won't quit- and won't let the people she cares about quit, either.
Talents:
Mean Right Hook- Cassidy's Unarmed Strike Attack has the Vicious 1 Damage Effect.
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. Your maximum Stress is increased by
three.
Spacewalk- Whenever the Difficulty of a Task is increased thanks to low-or zero-gravity, ignore the increase. A
Task that is normally possible but isn’t because of low- or zero-gravity, may be attempted at +1 Difficulty to
the Task.
Untapped Potential- Cassidy Winters is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet.
Whenever she succeeds at a Task for which her player bought one or more additional dice with either
Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. Cassidy receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and
adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 14
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
The daughter of orbital construction engineers, Cassidy Winters has spent most of her life in space. Cassidy
is also the picture-perfect image of a “little Dutch girl”. Blond-haired and blue eyed with a cherubic face,
Winters stands only five-foot-three- all of which combine to make people underestimate her ability, strength and
determination. While she is confident and capable (and has no need to prove herself to anyone), Cassidy
Winters is determined to succeed and excel in everything she turns her hand to do.

Operations/
Comms Officers

Nicholas Crown

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Operations Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

5

Medicine

3

Focuses: Astrophysics, Computers, EPS Power Systems, Starship Sensors, Unarmed Combat,
Xenoanthropology.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Farther, Faster, Clearer: Crown is dedicated to keeping the ship's operations (particularly her sensors) at
peak efficiency.
How Does This Work?: Crown is a tinkerer at heart, eager to understand the function and operation of
technology. He was one of those precocious children always asking “Why?” and “How?”- and never quite
satisfied with the answers.
Others Depend Upon Me: Like all the other colonists in those conditions, Crown had emergency
procedures, protocol, and discipline drilled into him at an early age. That innate caution serves Crown well
as he serves as (at Ops) he serves as the balance upon which the ship's operations tilt.
Small Town Boy: Having grown up in a close-knit and (comparatively) isolated town, Crown is used to close
camaraderie and sensitive to slights about his ship, his crew, and his hometown origins.
Talents:
Communal- Close cooperation and coordination has been drilled into Crown since he was a little boy.
Whenever Crown is providing assistance to another, he increases the Focus range to generate 2 successes
by 1.
I’m Giving It All She’s Got!- Whenever someone attempts a task with a Power requirement aboard your ship
while you are aboard, roll 1:; on an effect, reduce that Power requirement by 1, to a minimum of 0. In
addition, when you succeed at the Power Management task, you restore Power equal to your Engineering
score, rather than only 1; you may increase this amount by spending Momentum as normal.
Methodical Planning- You have a clear path to achieving your goals and objectives, and you have a thorough
understanding of what you and your allies need to do at each step. When an ally attempts a task which
benefits from an advantage or other trait you created based on your plans or strategy, you may assist that
ally’s task even if you are not present. In combat, this assistance does not require you to use your task to
assist that ally.
Testing a Theory- When attempting a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional d20, so
long as your character succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field
earlier in the same adventure.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
A “Duster”, Nicholas is a descendant of one of the first few generations of Martian colonists who began
terraforming and taming the planet. Because the terraforming was not yet complete, Nicholas grew up in a variety of
contained environments (and, as a result, sometimes struggles with agoraphobia). Like all the other colonists in
those conditions, Crown had emergency procedures, protocol, and discipline drilled into him at an early age.
Beginning with his parents work' on the verteron array, Crown has been fascinated with energy waves (everything
from radio waves to subspace signals), their transmission, and cohesion.

Robert D'Ordman

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Operations Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

9

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

8

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

11

Engineering

5

Medicine

3

Focuses: Astrometrics, Astrophysics, Computers, Deflector Shied Operation and Repair, EPS Power Systems,
Starship Sensors.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
A Lover of Beauty: In keeping with his Gallic temperament and upbringing, D'Ordman has a young man's
taste of the fairer sex and a weakness for female company. Fortunately, his charm and common sense keep
him from pursuing them too diligently.
Diligent And Alert: Space if filled with dangers great and small, and D'Ordman is determined not to be taken
by surprise wherever it is humanly possible to avoid.
The Great Unknown: D'Ordman is eager to see all the wonders that the galaxy has to offer- to the point of
turning down a more comfortable and prestigious post at Starfleet Headquarters.
The Nearer to Danger, The Further From Harm: Youth's own sense of invincibility and a thirst for adventure
drive D'Ordman, And he is quick to volunteer for any mission which promises to sate that thirst.
Talents:
Constantly Watching- When you attempt a Task to detect danger or hidden enemies, reduce the Difficulty by
1.
Meticulous- You are patient, methodical, and check for errors before considering Tasks complete. Whenever
they use Engineering to complete a Task, you may negate one Complication generated from the roll.
However, during timed Tasks or Challenges, you take 1 more interval to complete the Task.
Walking Encyclopedia- Once per session, when you attempt a Task, you may spend 2 Momentum
(Immediate) in order to gain an additional Focus for the remainder of the session, due to your breadth of
knowledge. However, any Task using that Focus increases in Complication range by 1, as you are not a true
expert on that subject.
Untapped Potential- Youthful and exuberant, D'Ordman is still growing into his rank and position. Whenever
D'Ordman succeeds at a Task for which he bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or
Threat, he may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one
point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
A Starfleet brat raised on Starbase Six and Starbase Twelve, it was almost inevitable that Robert D'Ordman would
follow in his father's footsteps. Given a field-promotion following a horrific training accident, D'Ordman is a pinkcheeked, baby-faced youth who's still growing into his rank and position. D'Ordman has great potential- his scores at
the Academy were excellent, and his instincts are sound. Time and tempering will likely allow him to grow into a fine
captain.

LT. Jensen Howell Sandage III
(Loaner Character/Major NPC)- Starfleet Communications/Operations Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

9

Command

4

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

11

Conn

3

Science

3

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

1

Medicine

1

Focuses: Diplomacy, Federation Law, Hand Phasers, Sociology, Unarmed Combat, Xenolinguistics
Trait: Human. Humans are a resilient, diverse, and adaptable species, who often exhibit a dichotomy in their nature –
being both driven to strong emotion and careful reason – and while they have largely grown beyond their warlike
and divisive past, their drive and capacity for aggression are as much a part of their success as their curiosity
and analytical minds.
Values:
People Are People: No Matter Where They're From: Jensen subscribes to Hodgkin's Law (or the
Mediocrity Principle) which declares intelligent beings will be animated by the same basic needs and display
the same basic behaviors no matter their planet of origin. For that reason, they can almost always be
understood and then dealt with fairly and respectfully.
A Word Given Is A Word Kept: Jensen subscribes to a somewhat archaic sense of honor in which a man's
word (or handshake) is his bond. Although he knows not everyone else will play by these rules, Jensen will
never willingly break his word and will go to extraordinary lengths to keep his promises.
The Right Fork For Pie: Jensen is a quick study and prefers to know the ins-and-outs of diplomatic niceties of
any society with whom he meets. He enjoys the “theater” of diplomacy- the niceties, courtesies, and rituals
which serve as stage dressing for “the real issues”.
Don't Start None, Won't Be None: For all his love of diplomatic “theater”, Jensen is nobody's fool and isn't
afraid to protect his own (or his own side's) interests. He is both willing and able to return insult for insult,
or blow for blow.
Talents:
Cold Reading- Succeeding at a Task during Social Conflict generates one bonus Momentum which must be
used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend to gain knowledge about an individual on the other side of
the interaction. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, the character gains the Scrutinize 1 benefit
(see page 91 of the Star Trek Adventures core rulebook) when rolling Challenge Dice.
Dauntless- Whenever Jensen attempts a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus
d20 to your dice pool.
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Untapped Potential- Jensen Sandage is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet.
Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either
Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :,
and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 15
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Jensen Howell Sandage III is the last in a long line of diplomats, arbiters, and statesmen. Like his father before him,
Jensen learned the game at his father's elbow- and has both “the touch” and “the bug”. He hides a razor sharp mind
behind a laconic, ne'er-do-well, good-old boy facade. He is gregarious, likable, and pretends to be a sloven; but he
never fails an inspection nor seems too fazed by military regimen.

Aslaine Solari (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Communications Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

4

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

9

Reason

9

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Bluff/Guile, Communications Systems, Computers, Cultural Studies, Diplomatic Etiquette, Linguistics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Infinite Diversity: Aslaine believes that every culture has an insight or something of value to offer to the
galaxy at large.
Technology Changes, But People Remain The Same: Solari believes that once you remove the
technological gimmicks and political posturing, humanoid life is driven by the same wants, needs, and
desires.
Let The Enemy Carry Off His Honor, So Long as He Doesn't Carry Off Anything Else: Solari knows the
value of allowing an enemy an avenue of honorable retreat. An enemy with nothing to lose is the most
dangerous enemy of all.
Peace is Its Own Victory: Solari often cites Winston Churchill's saying, “'jaw, jaw' is better than 'war, war'.”
While Solari understands that some battles must be fought, she also believes honorably and equitably
avoiding a battle is every bit (or more) the victory as a battle fought and won. A needless battle- won or
lost- is a defeat in and of itself.
Talents:
Resolute- Solari is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Follow My Lead- Once per scene, when Solari succeeds at a Task during combat or another perilous situation,
you may spend one Determination. If you do, choose a single ally. The next Task that ally attempts counts as
having assistance from you, using your Presence + Command.
Dauntless- Whenever Solari attempts a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus
d20 to your dice pool.
Defuse the Tension- Whenever Solari attempts a Task to persuade someone not to resort to violence, you
may add a bonus d20 to your dice pool.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
Aslaine Solari is slim, beautiful, and aristocratic (like Audrey Hepburn or a young Jane Seymour). The daughter of
Federation diplomats, Solari is more a sociologist and diplomat than a mere radio operator. Solari is an expert in
etiquette and protocol, enjoys considerable cultural insights, and is one of the more refined, cosmopolitan officers
aboard, having served as an attache at three separate Federation embassies and on several diplomatic missions.
Solari is confident, sophisticated, and elegant- but she is also quite willful. She has the confidence of her
convictions, and will advocate strongly for her beliefs without being insubordinate.
While serving aboard the USS Baton Rouge, Solari was forced to take command and was able to bluff a Klingon
commander into backing off, buying time for the crew to repair the crippled starship and retreat.

Tharax

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)- Starfleet Operations Officer

Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

7

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

5

Medicine

1

Focuses: Computer Systems, Cryptography, Radio Telemetry, Sociology, Subspace Theory,
Xenolinguistics
Trait: Edosian. With three legs, Edosians are somewhat slower than most humanoids, but far more stable. With three
multidextrous arms, they are able to operate multiple stations or controls at the same time. They are long-lived
and capable of deep thought – which others often mistake as antisocial behavior. Their long lives grant them a
perspective most others lack and they are often able to recall details and facts from disciplines outside their
areas of focus due to decades of exposure and broad study.
Values:
Farther, Faster, Louder: Tharax has always been fascinated by language- the ability to communicate ideas in a
tangible, understandable form. This fascination turned into a passion as Tharax grew, and expanded to
include the technical means of transmission (including electronic transmission and subspace radio.
Discipline, Duty, Discovery: Although restless intellect ever eager to improve the strength, speed, and clarity
of language, Tharax understands that patient, careful, methodical work underlie any scientific discovery. He
is loathe to take shortcuts of any sort in his experiments and demands verifiable, demonstrable evidence
before leaping to any conclusions.
The Purpose of Language Is Understanding: The fundamental goal of every person who has ever reached
out to another is the ability to be understood. Tharax is driven to bridge the gap that separates one person
from another, and one culture from another. He believes that peace will come when we finally understand
one another and ourselves.
You Can Get It Cheap, Fast, or Right- Pick Two: Tharax considers himself a craftsman first and foremost.
Correct (and quality) work takes time, and rushing a job invariably has costs of its own.
Talents:
Multi-Tasking- Edosians are capable, with extensive training and great effort, of compartmentalizing their
thoughts and operating each arm completely independent of the others. Characters with this Talent may
spend 3 Momentum to gain the benefit of an additional Senior Officer Role until the end of the current scene.
This Talent may only be used once per episode.
Testing a Theory- When attempting a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional d20, so
long as your character succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field
earlier in the same adventure.
The Long View- Due to their extremely long lifespans, Edosians come to understand and gain knowledge more
extensively than most other individuals. When a character with this Talent uses a Milestone to exchange a
Focus, they may do so twice instead of once.
Veteran- With a long career before joining Starfleet, Tharax is seasoned and experienced, able to draw upon
inner reserves of willpower and determination in a more measured and considered way. Whenever the
character spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain that spent point
of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Since early childhood, Tharax has been fascinated by language- the ability to communicate ideas in a tangible,
understandable form. This fascination turned into a passion as Tharax grew, and expanded to include the technical
means of transmission (including electronic transmission and subspace radio. Well-trained and educated, Tharax is
one of Starfleet's leading experts in how languages are made and function and in how to send those ideas and
messages as far as possible. Jovial and self-effacing, Tharax enjoys the company of friends and shipmates, and the
occasional drink at a shore-leave watering hole.

Security Officers

Tolon Aba'ad (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Attributes

Starfleet Security Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

7

Command

3

Security

5

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

12

Reason

8

Engineering

3

Medicine

1

Focuses: Hand Phasers, Kleegat, Small Unit Tactics, Starship Weaponry, Stealthy Movement,
Survival
Trait: Capellan. Outwardly similar to humans, Capellans are the product of ruthless Darwinian ethos in which
only the strong survive. Taller, faster, stronger, and hardier than humans, Capellans embrace a strict warrior
ethos and rigid code of honor which shun nearly all medical care.
Values:
Death Is A Companion: The rigid Capellan code of honor ensures that death and dying are a (comparatively)
common occurrence- one to which Aba'ad has grown accustomed. Except where prohibited by Starfleet
regulations, Aba'ad will kill without hesitation or compunction to protect himself, his ship and crew, or to
accomplish his mission. Nor can he fully fathom his shipmates' reluctance to do the same.
No Quarter, No Surrender: Aba'ad neither gives nor expects quarter of any kind, and considers those
captured on the field of battle to be dishonorable and the object of utter contempt.
Stoic Warrior: A stoic warrior, Aba'ad is grim, humorless, and absolutely uncompromising when it comes to
protecting his chip and crew.
The Strong Survive, The Weak Perish: Aba'ad's warrior code forbids medical care, believing it to be both
dishonorable and a sign of weakness.
Talents:
Ambush Tactics- Aba'ad is trained to make ambushes and surprise attacks especially effective. When you
succeed at an attack against an enemy who is unaware of your presence, or who is suffering from a trait or
complication which represents a weakness or vulnerability, add 2: to the amount of Stress the attack
inflicts. This applies to both personal combat and ship combat.
Without Remorse- (Klingon CRB “Cruel”) Capellans kill without compunction or hesitation and do not balk at
exploiting an enemy's weakness. When you attempt a Task to identify the weaknesses or flaws of an enemy,
or matters they are particularly sensitive or protective about, you may reduce the Difficulty by 1. If the
enemy has a trait which reflects this weakness (such as an advantage you’ve created, or a complication
they’re suffering from), you may re-roll a single d20 on the next attack or persuasion Task you attempt
against them.
Kleegat- Aba'ad has trained with the kleegat, a traditional three-bladed Capellan weapon used by tribal
warriors on Capella IV. The kleegat is highly effective at any distance up to a hundred yards, and was
said to be as effective against a man as a phaser. Ranged, 2:, Size 1, Vicious 1, Deadly.
Proud and Honorable- Aba'ad's personal integrity is unimpeachable, and he will not willingly break a promise
made. Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being coerced into breaking a promise, betraying your allies, or
otherwise acting dishonorably, you reduce the Difficulty by one.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 17
Unarmed Strike; Melee 6:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Kleegat; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Vicious 1, Deadly.
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 8:, Size 1, Charge.
Because of their ruthlessness and rigid code of honor, few Capellans join Starfleet- Aba'ad is one of the rare
exceptions. Capellans are a warrior species, and pride themselves on stoicism, duty, and strength. They possess a
highly developed and intricate code of honor and conduct which emphasizes discipline, obedience, and ruthlessness.
In most matters, Aba'ad is fairly dispassionate, but will strike and kill with little or no compunction when he feels it
is necessary and appropriate to do so- and is often confused by the “squeamishness” of his shipmates .

LTJG Oshon th'Ahren (Loaner Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

8

Command

3

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

10

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

3

Focuses: Armed Combat (Simple Weapons), First Aid, Hand Phasers, Shuttlecraft Operation, Starship
Weapons, Survival
Trait: Andorian. This trait may reduce the Difficulty of Tasks to resist extreme cold, or Tasks impacted by extremely
low temperatures. Their antennae aid in balance and spatial awareness; a lost antenna can be debilitating until it
regrows. Andorians also have a high metabolism, meaning, amongst other things, that they tire more quickly
than Humans; this also makes them more vulnerable to infection from certain types of injury. Before the
Federation, Andorians and
Vulcans had numerous disputes; though these issues are largely considered to be
ancient history, Andorians and Vulcans don’t always get along.
Values:
Discipline Is Strength: Oshon is a bred-in-the-bones soldier, the last of a long line of Imperial Guardsmen,
and third-generation Starfleet. He believes in his soul that preparation, discipline (in oneself and one's
companions) and alertness are the key to survival.
I Am A Protector: Sword and Shield: Raised to defend his siblings, his clan, and his people from an early
age, Oshon sees himself as filling the same role in Starfleet. Idealists, dreamers, scholars, adventurers, and
eccentrics, Starfleet officers are always eager to see, to touch, to test whatever lies beyond the next horizoneven if its dangerous or potentially fatal. Oshon believes it is his duty (and sacred trust) to protect the
dreamers from the danger and (if necessary) themselves.
A Warrior Is Only As Good As His Weapons: In keeping with the credos above, Oshon believes in keeping
himself, his companions, and their gear in top form- well-maintained and ready for any emergency.
Loyal To The Oaths I Swore: Oshon is a loyal and dedicated officer, a fast friend, and a staunch defender.
His ultimate loyalties, however are to the oaths he swore as soldier and protector- not necessarily to the
immediate and transitory desires of those he is charged to protect. He is not above disobeying orders which
he feels will unduly or needlessly jeopardize the health and safety of his shipmates.
Talents:
Deadeye Marksman- Oshon spends time at the target range every day, working on his aim. When Oshon takes
the Aim Minor Action (Star Trek Adventures Core Rulebook p. 172), he reduces the Difficulty of his next
Attack by 1, in addition to the normal effects of the Aim Minor Action.
Pack Tactics- Whenever Oshon assists another character during combat, the character assisted gains one
bonus Momentum if they succeed.
The Ushaan- Oshon is intimately familiar with the Andorian tradition of honor-dueling known as the Ushaan.
When he makes or is targeted by a melee Attack and buy one or more d20s by adding to Threat, you may
re-roll the dice pool for the Task. Oshon also possesses his own Ushaan-tor, the razor-sharp ice-miner’s
tool used in these duels.
Untapped Potential: Oshon th'Ahren is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet.
Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either
Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :,
and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Ushaan-tor; Melee, 6: Vicious 1, Size 1H.
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
The quintessential military brat, Oshon is a warrior born and bred, with an unshakable code of honor and an ironbound sense of both duty and loyalty. Ever vigilant, Oshon seldom lets his guard down except among his closest
friends and family.

Daniel Thomas Alcott

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

3

Security

5

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

11

Reason

9

Engineering

3

Medicine

1

Focuses: Hand Phasers, Small Unit Tactics, Starship Strategy and Tactics, Starship Weaponry, Unarmed
Combat, Xenoanthropology.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Don't hit unless you need to, but when you do, hit hard: Alcott is vary and tends to react to any situation
in terms of the threat or potential threat it poses to his ship and her people. Although violent action will not
be Alcott's first response to a threat, it remains high on his list of options and if exploited, will be exploited
thoroughly.
Duty, Laud, And Honor: Alcott is a firm believer in the Federation and Starfleet and their stated ideals. He
seeks to exemplify their finest traditions in all that he says and does.
First In Harm's Way: Alcott believes his duty and charge requires him to place his own life and safety on the
line for others.
Mercy and Justice: A strong believer in “law and order” Alcott subscribes to a philosophy of mercy for the
penitent and justice for the unrepentant. He does not see himself as “judge, jury, and executioner”, but
rather as an agent by which the accused may be brought before a fair judge.
Talents:
Applied Force- Alcott has mastered the art of best applying his size and strength in a fight. When you make a
melee attack, you may use Fitness instead of Daring. In addition, you add 2: to the Stress rating of your
unarmed attacks
Crisis Management- Small squad tactics can mean the difference between life and death in a dangerous,
hostile situation, and the character excels at coordinating action in battle. The character may make use of
the Direct Task (Star Trek Adventures Core Rulebook p. 173). If they already have access to the Direct Task,
they may do so twice per scene instead of once.
Resolute- Alcott is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Veteran- Alcott is a seasoned officer, drawing upon inner reserves of willpower and determination in a more
measured and considered way. Whenever Foster spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is
rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 19
Unarmed Strike; Melee 8:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
“Tom” Alcott is the last in a line of seven generations of Starfleet officers. He is loyal, idealistic, and fair- a fierce
friend and a dangerous foe. As a Tactical/Security Officer, Alcott is responsible for maintaining order aboard ship as
well as maintaining her arms and armaments. As such, he and Chief Petty Officer Gates have formed a formidable
team.

Kathryn Barrows

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

11

Command

3

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

3

Science

3

Fitness

9

Reason

9

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Deflector Shield Technology and Repair, Demolitions, Hand Phasers, Linguistics, Small Craft
Operation, Small Unit Tactics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Everybody's “Kid Sister”: Barrow's enthusiasm, infectious smile, short stature, and relative youth have
guaranteed that she's been adopted as the crew's official "little sister"- taking her under their (collective)
wing. Barrows happily takes advantage of their attitude by learning everything they're willing to teach and
forming solid friendships along the way.
Keep It Simple: As a new and very junior officer, Barrows prefers to leave “grand strategy” to her superiors
and focus on the more immediate issues at hand.
My Crew Is My Family: Having been “adopted” by the crew, Barrows reciprocates and will gladly put herself
in harm's way to protect her shipmates and friends.
New Adventures: Fresh from Starfleet Academy, Barrows is a typical "space cadet"; brash, enthusiastic, and
eager. She cannot wait to see what adventure and excitement lie ahead
Talents:
Constantly Watching- When you attempt a Task to detect danger or hidden enemies, reduce the Difficulty by
1.
Gut Feeling- Barrows has learned to trust her instincts when something doesn’t feel right. When the
Gamemaster spends one or more Threat to introduce reinforcements or to cause a Reversal, they must
spend 2 additional Threat to do so (2 extra Threat in total, not per reinforcement).
Resolute- Barrows is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress
by three.
Untapped Potential- Barrows is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the
character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or
Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one
point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
In all likelihood, the newest officer aboard, Kathryn Barrows is young, eager, and brash. Her infectious smile,
short stature, and relative youth have virtually guaranteed her adoption as the crew's official "little sister".
Barrows is an enthusiastic learner and is eager to see all the wonders and adventures the universe has to offer.

Kaelo (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

4

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

8

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

11

Reason

8

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Hand Phasers, Small Unit Tactics, Starship Strategy and Tactics, Starship Weaponry,
Transporter Operation and Repair, Unarmed Combat.
Trait: Lemnorian. Lemnorians are a vaguely simian species native to the Beta Quadrant. Much larger than other
humanoid species, Lemnorians stand nearly three meters tall and tower over other races even when sitting
down. Lemnorians are physically powerful, possessing great strength as well as extra arm and leg joints,
which render them very flexible and agile.
Values:
Steward And Guardian: Kaelo has always been instinctively protective of “the little guy” and- given his sizethat's pretty much everybody.
Suspicious and Wary: Kaelo is generally suspicious and stand-offish of anyone he doesn't know well, and in
some cases, of those he does. Kaelo tries to anticipate every contingency and prepare for the worst
wherever he can.
The Spice of Life: Among those whom he knows and trusts, Kaelo is outgoing and adventurous and loves a
good joke, good company, good food, and good wine.
This Fine Ship, This Fine Crew: Kaelo considers his crew and shipmates to be an extension of his
family/clan/tribe, and will brook no threat or slight to them, and will move Heaven and Earth to protect them.
Talents:
Back-Up Plans- Kaelo plans for as many contingencies as possible and anticipates that things will go awry.
Whenever you or an ally fails a task, you may add 1 point to the group’s Momentum pool.
Burly, but Agile- Lemnorians possess extra joints which allow them more flexibility when moving, giving them
a bonus d20 to Task rolls involving climbing or movement in zero-gravity. Conversely, their large size means
that spaces which humans consider “adequate” are cramped or even confining to Lemnorians.
Constantly Watching- When you attempt a Task to detect danger or hidden enemies, reduce the Difficulty by
1.
Untapped Potential- Kaelo is raw and inexperienced, but has great potential. Whenever the character
succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or Threat, they
may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one point to
Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 15
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Kaelo was raised on a Lemnorian colony in the Beta Quadrant which suffered during the Federation-Klingon War of
2372. Although he's too young to have seen conflict first-hand, he did witnessed the hardship and heard the
complaints of his parents and grandparents as they sought to rebuild that which had been destroyed in the war.
Interestingly enough, this resentment didn't turned into hatred of the Klingons or Dominion, but into a general distrust
of “outsiders”.
Standing seven feet, four inches tall, Ensign Kaelo tends to stoop and duck a lot aboard ship, but unlike many
Lemnorians, doesn't seem to mind the confined space (primarily low ceilings).

Alexander Denton MacCallister
(Supporting Character/Major NPC)- Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

1

Science

2

Fitness

11

Reason

8

Engineering

3

Medicine

3

Focuses: First Aid, Hand Phasers, Small Unit Tactics, Starship Weaponry, Stealthy Movement, Survival
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Bonny Highland Laddie: With flaming red hair and beard, “Alex” MacCallister fancies himself as the last of a
long, long, line of Scot berserkers. The fact that he’s never so much as set foot on Earth does little to
dampen his enthusiasm, nor does the fact that he stands a mere five feet ten inches tall and weighs only one
hundred and sixty pounds.
One Sword At Least Shall Guard: MacCallister sees his job primarily as standing between his shipmates and
the hazards the universe will throw at them. He often insists upon taking the lead in a tactical situation,
scouting and assessing the dangers ahead.
Songs Of Our Fathers: Tradition and history define our values and beliefs. MacCallister prides himself on
both Federation and family history.
Wary and Wise: Although he fancies himself the descendant of mad warriors, MacCallister is an inspired,
though cautious tactician, careful with the lives of those in his charge and care.
Talents:
Ambush Tactics- MacCallister is trained to make ambushes and surprise attacks especially effective. When
you succeed at an attack against an enemy who is unaware of your presence, or who is suffering from a
trait or complication which represents a weakness or vulnerability, add 2: to the amount of Stress the
attack inflicts. This applies to both personal combat and ship combat.
Applied Force- MacCallister has mastered the art of best applying his size and strength in a fight. When you
make a melee attack, you may use Fitness instead of Daring. In addition, you add 2: to the Stress
rating of your unarmed attacks
Constantly Watching- When you attempt a Task to detect danger or hidden enemies, reduce the Difficulty by
1.
Untapped Potential- MacCallister is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever
the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum
or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :,
and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 15
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
A native of Earth's New Brackenrigg Colony, MacCallister is the descendant of Scots settlers who emigrated just
prior to the Earth-Romulan War. The colony's climate and geology were roughly identical, and the colonists maintain
much of their culture and tradition, even as the world sees in influx of other settlers- primarily Andorian.

Lt. Ur'Thann (Loaner/Supporting Character)Attributes

Starfleet Security Officer

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

3

Science

2

Fitness

9

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

2

Focuses: Anthropology, Chemistry, First Aid, Hand Phasers, Xenobiology, Xenolinguistics
Trait: Caitian. Caitians are all slightly smaller in both height and weight than average humanoids – with most
reaching between 1.5-1.7 meters. They have retained the retractable claws of their evolutionary ancestors
along with a flexible tail. Caitians are carnivorous and prefer uncooked meat. While they evolved from
predatory felines, the Caitians are regarded as some of the greatest poets and philosophers within the
Federation.
Values:
There is Strength In The Pack: Survival requires teamwork. An individual's strength is limited, but many
hands together can move mountains.
No One Gets Left Behind: The pack is only as strong- and can move only so fast as it's weakest member.
Leaving behind a comrade weakens the pack as a whole.
Beyond The Next Horizon: Ur'Thann is insatiably curious, a trait which combined with wanderlust led him off
his homeworld and into Starfleet. No matter what dangers may lurk between here and there, there are untold
wonders and miracles of nature to be discovered just beyond the horizon.
Not Just a Spaceship; A Starship: A Very Special Ship and Crew: Service in Starfleet (and aboard a
starship) is not so much duty as privilege. Starfleet's values are not mere words, but a near-sacred
endowment bestowed from one generation and held in trust for the next. No effort should be spared to be
worthy of that trust.
Talents:
Fire at Will- The character is capable of tracking multiple targets and making attacks against them with great
effect. Whenever the character makes a ranged weapon attack, and then uses the Swift Task Momentum
spend to make a second ranged attack, they ignore the normal Difficulty increase from Swift Task.
Prehensile Tail- While most Caitians have some functional control over their tail, characters with this Talent
have worked to increase their control over the appendage to the point of it becoming fully functional. This
provides the character with the ability to hold and operate an additional piece of equipment, like an additional
hand. In addition, the character gains a bonus d20 to any Fitness Test to maintain balance or to climb.
Martial Artist- There are countless forms and styles of hand-to-hand combat, and Ur'Thann has mastered
several of them. The character’s Unarmed Strike attacks gain the Intense Damage Effect- (i.e., the Cost to
Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one for each Effect rolled). If the character also
has the Mean Right Hook Talent, then both Damage Effects apply when Effects are rolled.
Untapped Potential- Ur'Thann is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the
character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or
Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one
point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Ur'Thann was born into a purist, back-to-essentials clan which honored long-standing Caitian culture and
traditions. He was drilled from an early age in pack tactics, clan loyalty, and service to his pack- values which
he brought with him to Starfleet. While not a pie-eyed idealist, Ur'Thann is deeply in love with the larger-thanlife, “romantic” aspects of life in Starfleet- duty, honor, and service.

Science Officers

Tiovan Chel'Arik (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Science Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

10
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2
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5

Fitness

7
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10

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Anthropology, Astrophysics, Astronomy, Chemistry, Galactic History, Sensor Operation
Trait: Bel Am'cay. Bel Am'cay are humanoid, with with silvery-blue skin, dark eyes, and prominent cranial ridges on
their temples, cheeks, and chins. These fluid-filled ridges help control the Bel Am'cay balance and provide
superior hearing compared to humans. Bel Am'cay biochemistry is unique- and incompatible with most other
humanoid species.
Usari- Tiovan is a member of the Bel Am'cay priestly class, and, is one of the few among his people allowed to
use deadly force. This is balanced by his adherence to a strict religious and moral code requiring him to be
disciplined, prudent, and level-headed. His religious rites and daily rituals are the means by which he
maintains his ties to his values, his identity, and his people.
Values:
Strength Lies in Tradition: Tiovan is a scholar, a warrior-priest, and scientist, and believes that his people's
ritual and tradition provide them with order and stability. Simply put- Tiovan believes that “the rules” are the
way they are for a reason- and should not be violated lightly. His actions- whether or not they fall within the
bounds of tradition and regulations- tend to be well considered and thoughtful rather than brash or impulsive.
Infinite Diversity, Familiar Patterns: It is a tenet of Bel Am'cay philosophy that the idea that patterns of
behavior are “pretty much the same all over” (in accordance with Hodgkin's Law). By definition everyone
and everything have their place and play their part- and should be valued for that reason, if nothing else.
Service Defines Us: Tiovan's oaths and beliefs bind him first and foremost a servant and protector of others.
Tiovan gives selfishly and tirelessly in the pursuit of what he believes is right, in defending the helpless, and
comforting the afflicted. He is fiercely protective of those he calls “friend”.
Discipline Is Strength: Tiovan believes in his soul that preparation, discipline (in oneself and one's
companions) and alertness are the key to survival.
Talents:
Patterns of History- Once per session, Tiovan may attempt an Insight + Science (Psychology or History) or
Security (Tactics) test, with the difficulty determined by the obscurity of the information the player seeks.
The test takes a minimum of an hour. If successful, the character gains 3 momentum (which may only be
spent on a Gather Information test). The information revealed should be simple and direct, and may reveal a
future scene, character motivation, or a missed clue. Examples include (but are not limited to) “the
Romulans will attack us” or “Mudd sells Venus drug”.
On Familiar Ground- Once per session, Tiovan may attempt a Task devoted to understanding a planet or
culture with which he is interacting. If the task is successful, you may spend 2 Momentum (Immediate) in
order to gain an additional (appropriate ) Focus for the remainder of the session. However, any Task using
that Focus increases in Complication range by 1, as you are not a true expert on that subject.
Testing a Theory- When Tiovan attempts a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional
d20, so long as he succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field earlier in
the same adventure.
Veteran- Whenever Tiovan spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain
that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Trained as a priest and a scientist, Tiovan Chel'Arik is one of the very few Bel Am'cay to leave his homeworld for
service with Starfleet. Although he is not (technically) a member of Starfleet, his rank and position are quite genuine,
rather than honorary.

Lt. Arthrix (Loaner Character)Attributes

Starfleet Science Officer

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

11

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

11

Engineering

3

Medicine

3

Focuses: Anthropology, Chemistry, First Aid, Hand Phasers, Xenobiology, Xenolinguistics
Trait: Edosian. With three legs, Edosians are somewhat slower than most humanoids, but far more stable. With three
multidextrous arms, they are able to operate multiple stations or controls at the same time. They are long-lived
and capable of deep thought – which others often mistake as antisocial behavior. Their long lives grant them a
perspective most others lack and they are often able to recall details and facts from disciplines outside their
areas of focus due to decades of exposure and broad study..
Values:
Explorer At Heart: Arthrix cannot wait to see what's beyond the next door, the next corner, or the next horizon,
and quickly tires of the familiar, the known, and the commonplace. He is never quite so happy as when he
has a puzzle or mystery to solve.
Discipline, Duty, Discovery: Although restless intellect eager to move on to the next challenge, Arthrix
understands that patient, careful, methodical work underlie any scientific discovery. He is loathe to take
shortcuts of any sort in his experiments and demands verifiable, demonstrable evidence before leaping to
any conclusions.
Diversity is Our Strength: Arthrix holds as truth the idea that “there's more than one way to skin a cat”. With
very few exceptions, there is no single “right way” to approach a topic or a scientific truth. An engineer or a
poet might both (or neither) have insights on a subject which are not invalidated by their training (or lack
thereof). Arthrix prefers to weight ideas on their merits, rather than their source.
Orions Are Not To Be Trusted: Contact with Orion “merchants” early in his career has left Arthrix jaded
toward Orions. He firmly believes the aphorism that “The difference between an Orion trader and an Orion
pirate is whether or not you have phasers. If you can defend yourself, its a trader.”
Talents:
Mental Repository- Arthrix' ordered mind allows him access to memories with unprecedented clarity and
accuracy. So long as Arthrix takes time to focus his mind prior to attempting a Task – which takes 2
Intervals during a Timed Challenge – he may reduce the Difficulty of the Task by 1 to a minimum of 1. In
addition, if he succeeds he gains a bonus Momentum which may only be spent on the Obtain Information
Momentum spend.
Multi-Tasking- Edosians are capable, with extensive training and great effort, of compartmentalizing their
thoughts and operating each arm completely independent of the others. Characters with this Talent may
spend 3 Momentum to gain the benefit of an additional Senior Officer Role until the end of the current scene.
This Talent may only be used once per episode.
Testing a Theory- When attempting a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional d20, so
long as your character succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field
earlier in the same adventure.
Untapped Potential- Arthrix is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the
character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or
Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one
point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Commissioned on the strength of his achievements in academic and private research, Arthrix took to the
regimentation and expectations of Starfleet like a duck to water. His personal sense of discipline, his methodical and
logical approach, and his burning curiosity made him a natural fit among his Starfleet peers. Arthrix is quiet and
retiring, with a ferocious intellect and a shy- almost uncertain- sense of humor. Like many of his people, Arthrix
prefers to listen more than speak.

Nyanza Entebbe (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Science Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

5

Fitness

7

Reason

11

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Anthropology, Astrophysics, Botany, Computer Operation and Repair, Geology,
Xenobiology
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Every Piece Of The Puzzle: Entebbe is a careful and thoughtful scientist who prefers not to speculate,
withholding his assumptions and conclusions until all the evidence is in. He is very careful to avoid both
hazards and accidentally “contaminating” his experiments and theoretical models.
I Get To See Them All!: Entebbe abandoned his colony for Star Fleet, explaining, “Why limit myself to just
one world when I can have them all?”
Never Ending Process: Entebbe believes that learning (and commensurately, understanding) are an ongoing
process. He is eager to expose himself to new worlds, new ideas, and new science.
Occasionally Oblivious: When caught up studying a new phenomenon or puzzle, Entebbe occasionally
becomes absent-minded; so caught up in the phenomenon he's studying as to be unaware of what's going
on nearby or to remember to eat or rest. The Gamemaster may wish to exploit this Value by offering
Entebbe a point of Determination to render him oblivious to a nearby threat or danger.
Talents:
Lab Rat- The character prefers to spend most of their free time engaged in various side projects and
experiments. Because of this, they are extremely familiar with the equipment and capabilities of the labs on
board their ship. When attempting an Extended Task while using a laboratory, the character gains the
Progression 1 Effect.
Mental Repository- Having a highly trained (and well-exercised) mind, Entebbe has the ability to recall data with
unprecedented clarity and accuracy. So long as he takes the time to focus her mind prior to attempting a
Task – which takes 2 Intervals during a Timed Challenge – Entebbe may reduce the Difficulty of the Task by
1 to a minimum of 1. In addition, if he succeeds, Entebbe also gains a bonus Momentum which may only be
spent on the Obtain Information Momentum spend.
Rapid Analysis- Tasks attempted as part of a Timed Challenge using the Science Discipline takes the
character 1 Time Interval instead of 2. The amount of time taken for any Task may not be reduced to less
than 1 Interval.
Testing a Theory- When attempting a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional d20, so
long as your character succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field
earlier in the same adventure.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Born on the Federation colony world of Beta Niobe III, Entebbe is the son of Federation research scientists studying
the flora and fauna of that world. Continuing their example, Nyanza is a curious and dedicated researcher looking for
the opportunities that would be denied him in a shore-bound laboratory.
Thin, and bookish, Entebbe still stands 6 feet, 5 inches tall- though one wouldn't often realize it as he's perpetually
hunched over instruments or laboratory experiments.

Lt.Cdr Sakel (Loaner Character)Attributes

Starfleet Science Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

10

Command

1

Security

3

Daring

7

Presence

7

Conn

1

Science

5

Fitness

10

Reason

12

Engineering

3

Medicine

3

Focuses: Archaeology, Astrophysics, Ecology, Exobiology, First Aid, Geology
Trait: Vulcan. Vulcans are naturally resistant to extreme heat and dehydration, extremely strong, and have keen
auditory and olfactory senses. They are also telepathic, though this takes training to properly manifest, and they
learn mental discipline and emotional control from childhood. However, this control takes regular meditation to
maintain, and their controlled nature and desire for privacy can distance them from others, and make
interactions awkward.
Values:
Infinite Diversity In Infinite Combinations: Sakel adheres to Surak's axiom that it is our differences which are
worth celebrating.
Mastering Oneself Is the Key To Mastering Others: Sakel is rigorously disciplined, believing that emotions
(Vulcans do have them) are a distraction from reason and should be rigorously controlled. Since he cannot
ask that of others which he will not do himself...
Preparation Is The Key To Success: The universe is chaotic and entropic- and will prove deadly unless one
is very, very careful. Preparation protects the wise and the wary from the unknown which might otherwise
bite.
The Undiscovered Country: The Federation has charted just over 10% of the known galaxy- leaving much
to be found, observed, studied, and (secretly) delighted in. Sakel is dedicated to making those discoveries.
Talents:
Cautious (Science)- Whenever you attempt a Task with Science, and you buy one or more d20s by spending
Momentum, you may re-roll a single d20.
Did the Reading- Sakel has a knack for absorbing information quickly and knows how to put it to good use.
When you attempt a task, you may spend 1 Momentum (Immediate) to use Science on that task instead of
the discipline you would normally use. In addition, you count as having an applicable focus for that task.
Each time after the first in a single scene that you use this ability, the Momentum cost increases by 1: this
is cumulative.
Mind Meld- Sakel has undergone training in telepathic techniques that allow the melding of minds through
physical contact. This will always require a Task with a Difficulty of at least 1, which can be opposed by an
unwilling participant. If successful, you link minds with the participant, sharing thoughts and memories;
Momentum may be spent to gain more information, or perform deeper telepathic exchanges. This link goes
both ways, is a tiring and potentially hazardous process. Complications can result in pain, disorientation, or
lingering emotional or behavioral difficulties.
Nerve Pinch- Sakel has learned to use a Vulcan form of neuropressure to swiftly and non lethally incapacitate
assailants. The nerve pinch counts as a melee weapon with 1: Intense, Size 1H, and the Nonlethal quality.
You may use Science or Medicine instead of Security when attempting a nerve pinch Attack, and may
increase damage according to the Discipline used.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
As a child, Sakel traveled to the Vulcan Science Colony on Tivius- the site of extensive “proto-Vulcan” ruins. Sakel
spent his formative years wandering through the digsite carrying tools and equipment, and learned caution, as well
as gaining a good grounding in the scientific method. Aboard the USS Riley in 2373, Sakel helped unearth a set of
Iconian ruins, but lost his friend Thomas Marloe to a booby-trap left in the ruins- reemphasizing his parents' lessons
on discipline and restraint in science. Despite this setback, Sakel remains awed by the splendor and glory of the
whole of creation. Even given his rigid self-control and studious nature, Sakel remains eager to discover and explore
strange, new worlds.

Lt.Cdr Sokal-

Starfleet Science Officer

Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

5

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

3

Medicine

1

Focuses: Biology, First Aid, Geology, Mathematics, Persuasion, Physics.
Trait: Vulcan. Vulcans are naturally resistant to extreme heat and dehydration, extremely strong, and have keen
auditory and olfactory senses. They are also telepathic, though this takes training to properly manifest, and they
learn mental discipline and emotional control from childhood. However, this control takes regular meditation to
maintain, and their controlled nature and desire for privacy can distance them from others, and make
interactions awkward.
Values:
Infinite Diversity In Infinite Combinations: Sokal adheres to Surak's axiom that it is our differences which are
worth celebrating.
Mastering Oneself Is the Key To Understanding Others: Sokal is rigorously disciplined, believing that
emotions (Vulcans do have them) are a distraction from reason and should be rigorously controlled. Since
he cannot ask that of others that which he will not do himself...
Logic Is The Beginning Of Wisdom: Raised among Vulcan's finest philosophers by artists who understand
the Vulcan soul, Sokal is an able and skillful proponent of logic- but also adheres to codes of morality and
ethics which predate logic, and lie at the heart of truths about the universe.
We Come To Serve: A famous author once recommended the words, “Let Me Help” above even “I love you”.
That idea- coupled with the Vulcan belief that a worthy life is one spent in service to others- drives Sokal.
Talents:
Mind Meld- Sokal has undergone training in telepathic techniques that allow the melding of minds through
physical contact. This will always require a Task with a Difficulty of at least 1, which can be opposed by an
unwilling participant. If successful, you link minds with the participant, sharing thoughts and memories;
Momentum may be spent to gain more information, or perform deeper telepathic exchanges. This link goes
both ways, is a tiring and potentially hazardous process. Complications can result in pain, disorientation, or
lingering emotional or behavioral difficulties.
Nerve Pinch- Sokal has learned to use a Vulcan form of neuropressure to swiftly and non lethally incapacitate
assailants. You may use Science or Medicine instead of Security when attempting a nerve pinch Attack,
and may increase damage according to the Discipline used.
Studious- Whenever Sokal spends one or more Momentum to Obtain Information, you may ask one additional
question (in total, not per Momentum spent on Obtain Information).
Walking Encyclopedia- Once per session, when Sokal attempts a Task, you may spend 2 Momentum
(Immediate) in order to gain an additional Focus for the remainder of the session, due to your breadth of
knowledge. However, any Task using that Focus increases in Complication range by 1, as you are not a true
expert on that subject.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Nerve Pinch; Melee 4:, Intense, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Raised on Vulcan, Sokal's parents were sculptors and artists working to restore the ancient T'Vash Monastery.
Sokal spent his formative years among the adepts, learning at their feet and those of his parents. Insatiable curiosity
and the promise of unlimited horizons led first to Starfleet Academy and then to the U.S.S. Caron during the Dominion
War. Marooned with the other Federation and Cardassian survivors when the Caron was lost in battle, Sokal forged a
truce and then a workable detente between the two camps, allowing both to survive until rescue.

Adala Sur (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Science Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

4

Security

2

Daring

8

Presence

11

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

110

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Anthropology, Astrophysics, Botany, Geology, Xenobiology, Xenolinguistics
Trait: Trill. Trill are especially resilient to parasites, as a quirk of their potential to be Joined; Joined Trill are entirely
immune to parasitic infection. However, they tend to have strong allergic reactions to insect bites and other
forms of venom, which can disrupt their neurochemistry, particularly if they’re Joined. As many of the specifics
of Trill physiology — especially with regards to symbiosis — are not widely known, this can result in medical
complications.
Sur Symbiont. Adala is a Joined Trill, host to the Sur symbiont, with the potential advantages of the Joining
and the ability to perform rites and rituals to awaken past hosts’ memories, and the vulnerabilities inherent in
the connection.
Values:
A Diplomat's Daughter: Adala was raised amidst the formal and elegant behavior of diplomatic protocols
knows the ins-and-outs of diplomatic niceties of any society with whom she meets.
Enthusiastic Explorer: Adala Sur is a science officer and a tourist at heart. She cannot wait to see what's
beyond the next corner, the next horizon, the next planet.
The Same Wants And Needs: Adala's diplomatic upbringing has reinforced (at least to her) the truth of
Hodgkin's Law ( also known as the Mediocrity Principle) which declares intelligent beings will be animated
by the same basic needs and display the same basic behaviors no matter their planet of origin. For that
reason, they can almost always be understood and then dealt with fairly and respectfully.
Varied Experiences: Adala is a dedicated and serious professional, but her experiences (and those of her
host) have taught her that life is to be enjoyed. Under her professionalism and zeal lie a wicked, sense of
humor and a carefully hidden joie de vivre.
Talents:
Cold Reading- Succeeding at a Task during Social Conflict generates one bonus Momentum which must be
used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend to gain knowledge about an individual on the other side of
the interaction. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, the character gains the Scrutinize 1 benefit
(see page 91 of the Star Trek Adventures Core Rulebook) when rolling Challenge Dice.
Disarming Nature- Adala is patient, sociable, and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are engaged
in a Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by 1.
Joined- Adala is the third host of the Sur symbiont, with lifetimes of memories to draw upon. Once per
mission, you may declare that a former host had expertise in a relevant skill or field of study; you gain a
single Focus for the remainder of the scene, as you draw upon those memories.
Untapped Potential- Despite the memories shared with the symbiont, Adala is inexperienced, but talented and
with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or
more additional dice with either Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus
Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
A hauntingly beautiful young woman with auburn hair and brown eyes, Adala Betán is the daughter of a Trill
diplomat. Adala spent her early years moving about the Federation and surrounding territories- wherever her
mother’s diplomatic duties required them. Brilliant as well as beautiful, Adala was selected to be the third host of the
Sur symbiont upon her graduation from Starfleet Academy.
Other Hosts:
Belal Sur (the second host) was also a diplomat, and was a distant associate of Adala’s mother. Belal specialized

in settling trade disputes, which brought him into occasional contact with the Orions.
Arjin Sur (the first host) was a rake and raconteur who rubbed elbows with the powerful and influential and made
and lost several fortunes in his lifetime. Arjin was rumored (quite true, I’m afraid) to have dabbled in corporate
espionage and other unscrupulous practices. Despite his somewhat less than grandiose accomplishments, Arjin
made quite a splash in his lifetime.

Savi zh'Threnn

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Science Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

8

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

8

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

4

Fitness

10

Reason

11

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Astrophysics, Botany, Geology, Martial Arts, Physics, Xenobiology
Trait: Andorian. This trait may reduce the Difficulty of Tasks to resist extreme cold, or Tasks impacted by extremely
low temperatures. Their antennae aid in balance and spatial awareness; a lost antenna can be debilitating until it
regrows. Andorians also have a high metabolism, meaning, amongst other things, that they tire more quickly
than Humans; this also makes them more vulnerable to infection from certain types of injury. Before the
Federation, Andorians and Vulcans had numerous disputes; though these issues are largely considered to be
ancient history, Andorians and Vulcans don’t always get along.
Nuerolytic Implants- Following nerve damage suffered early in her career, Savi was fitted with subcutaneous neural
implants which allow her to function normally (at the cost of minor, but near-constant pain in her extremities).
This pain is usually treated with a daily dose of analgesics.
Values:
Ad astra per Aspera: (“To the Stars, Through Difficulty”) Savi understands that any goal is met with
resistance and challenges. Mutual reliance and teamwork are the surest means of accomplishing her goalsor even of surviving.)
The Thrill of Discovery: Savi is driven to explore, to seek, to find, and to understand (occasionally carrying
her beyond what is prudent).
Always Something to Learn: Savi believes that (as Kirk would say), “There is no such thing as the unknownonly the temporarily hidden.”
Calm Under Pressure: Both by training and temperament, Savi reacts calmly during emergencies (and has
her gibbering fits after the danger has passed.)
Talents:
Proud and Honorable- Savi's personal integrity is unimpeachable, and she will not willingly break a promise
made. Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being coerced into breaking a promise, betraying your allies, or
otherwise acting dishonorably, you reduce the Difficulty by one.
Computer Expertise- Whenever Savi attempts a Task that involves the programming or study of a computer
system, you may add a bonus d20 to your pool.
Testing a Theory- When Savi attempts a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional d20,
so long as she succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field earlier in the
same adventure.
Untapped Potential- Savi zh'Threnn is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet.
Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either
Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :,
and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Savi has been taught teamwork, loyalty, and cooperation since her earliest memories and joined Starfleet in order to
contribute to a larger community than her lone colony. Only by working together were the colonists able to survive- a
creed with which they indoctrinated all succeeding generations, and which Savi has taken to heart.
Early in her Cadet Cruise, Savi accidentally made contact with an active plasma field resulting in severe neural
damage. She was treated with neurolytic implants which allow her to function normally.

Alan Vesper (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Attributes

Starfleet Science Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

11

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

8

Presence

7

Conn

1

Science

5

Fitness

8

Reason

12

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Anthropology, Chemistry, Computers, Geology, Marai Language, Xenobiology
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
How Does This Work?: Vesper has a driving urge to understand and explain almost every sort of natural
phenomenon. He was one of those precocious children always asking “Why?” and “How?” and never quite
satisfied with the answers.
Learning Is The Key To Wisdom: Alan has an insatiable need to know and to understand- pretty much
everything. At any given time of day, Vesper is likely to be found with a book (PADD) in hand reading
something- whether it is a comic book, classical literature, a science text, or a technical manual.
Scientific Method: Vesper is a careful, methodical scientist who understands that his work is sometimes
(often) dangerous. He does not speculate beyond his data, place an unhedged bet, or bend or cheat
safety protocols. For all these reasons, he absolutely hates being rushed when working on a problem or
puzzle.
To Seek, To Explore, To Find, and Not To Yield: Alan Vesper is constantly baffled that Starfleet is foolish
enough to pay him to do what he loves. A “tourist at heart”, Vesper has visited and explored nearly two
dozen worlds and looks forward to many dozens more before retiring to “a quiet little research facility” to
write his memoirs and publish his findings.
Talents:
Cautious (Science)- Whenever Alan attempts a Task with the Science Discipline, and buys one or more d20s
by spending Momentum, you may re-roll a single d20.
Collaboration (Science)- Whenever an ally attempts a task using the Science discipline in Alan's presence,
he may spend one Momentum (Immediate) to allow them to use Alan's Science score and one of his
Focuses.
Mental Repository- Having a highly trained (and well-exercised) mind, Alan Vesper has the ability to recall data
with unprecedented clarity and accuracy. So long as Vesper takes the time to focus his mind prior to
attempting a Task – which takes 2 Intervals during a Timed Challenge – he may reduce the Difficulty of the
Task by 1 to a minimum of 1. In addition, if he succeeds, Alan gains a bonus Momentum which may only be
spent on the Obtain Information Momentum spend.
Resolute- Alan is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. His maximum Stress is increased by 3.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 14
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Tall, slim, and retiring, Alan Vesper matches a startlingly brilliant mind with an air of near-invisibility which makes
him easy to overlook in a crowd. A brilliant scientist and researcher, Vesper deliberately shuns the limelight and
strives to listen far more than he speaks. When Vesper does speak, however, his words are usually incisive (and,
occasionally, devastating).
Alan Vesper is perpetually amazed that Starfleet is foolish enough to pay him for doing what he loves. A “tourist at
heart”, Vesper has visited and explored nearly two dozen worlds despite being only a few years out of the Academy.
He looks forward to many dozens more before retiring to “a quiet little research facility” to write his memoirs and
publish his findings.

Engineering Officers

Avison Beale (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Engineering Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

8

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

8

Conn

2

Science

3

Fitness

10

Reason

11

Engineering

5

Medicine

1

Focuses: EPS Power Systems, Life Support Systems, Physics, Structural Engineering, Transporters,
Warp Field Dynamics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Percussive Maintenance: Sometimes machines- and people- just need a good hard kick to “get with the
program”.
Hard Work Is Its Own Reward: Hard work and attention to detail are the keys to success.
Getting My Hands Dirty: A born grease-monkey, Avison loves the hands-on nature of her work and relishes a
challenge.
The Future Lies In the Stars: Avison is an explorer who can't wait to ship out and see what lies beyond the
next horizon.
Talents:
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
3.
I Know My Ship- Whenever Beale attempts a Task to determine the source of a technical problem with her
home starship, add one bonus d20.
Intense Scrutiny- Whenever Beale succeeds at a Task using Reason or Control as part of an Extended Task,
you may ignore up to two Resistance for every Effect rolled.
Jury-Rig- Whenever Beale attempts an Engineering Task to perform repairs, you may reduce the Difficulty by
two, to a minimum of 0. If you do this, however, then the repairs are only temporary and will last only a
single scene, plus one additional scene per Momentum spent (Repeatable) before they fail again. Juryrigged repairs can only be applied once.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Cheerful, incorrigible, and irreverent are all terms that have been used to describe Avison Beale. Born on Jaden
Colony, Avison has spent most of her life around machinery of various sorts and learned to both respect and deride
technology in equal measure.
Hard work long and hard study earned her a place at Starfleet Academy, and even close-calls with the Klingons
have failed to dampen her wanderlust. Late in Beale's tour aboard, the USS Platte was attacked by Klingons and
severely damaged. Beale was able to jury-rig a “jumper” interlink for the ship's EPS system which allowed the Platte
to escape the startled Klingons long enough for rescue to
arrive.
Avison Beale is one of those people who can't be dressed up at any cost, and is never happier than when wearing
grungy coveralls and working elbow deep in grease and mechanical innards. Beale is radiant in a girl-next-door
fashion, pretty but without any pretense toward “classical beauty”.

Lt.Cdr George Thomas “Chief” Bowdey
(Supporting Character/Major NPC)- Starfleet Engineering Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

2

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

4

Fitness

9

Reason

9

Engineering

5

Medicine

1

Focuses: Computers, Hand Phasers, Life Support Systems, Starfleet Administration, Transporters, Warp
Drive Engineering
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Time And Tide: George Bowdey is fifth generation Starfleet, the son and grandson (etc.) of Starfleet captains
and admirals. The very definition of a Navy brat, Bowdey has a unique insight into (and scorn for) Starfleet
and its bureaucracies, and is cheerfully carrying on the family tradition despite them. Despite his family
history, Bowdey has little ambition for rank or position, but is content to serve to the best of his ability.
Pass On What You Have Learned: His family's long service to Starfleet has left Bowdey keenly aware that
one day his service and story will end, and a new generation will take up the torch. For that reason, Bowdey
believes his primary job is bringing up the next generation properly. He is, by turns, an affable friend and
mentor, a demanding task master, and a bellicose belligerent when one of “his own” is on the receiving end.
Do It Right The First Time: One of George's favorite aphorisms is, “If you don't have the time to do it right,
when will you have time to do it over?” George hates, loathes, and despises being rushed when he's
making repairs or delicate adjustments to “his” machinery.
Loyalty To The End: Family history and Fleet tradition have inculcated Bowdey with the concept of loyalty;
loyalty to his ship, to his shipmates, to Starfleet and the Federation. Bowdey will correct his subordinates
firmly and effectively- but woe betide the individual (or individuals) outside the chain of command who
attack (figuratively or literally) those he considers “his own”.
Talents:
Incisive Scrutiny- Bowdey has a knack for finding weak spots in arguments, theories, and machines alike,
gleaning information from them, and learning about things by how they respond to pressure against
vulnerable points. When Bowdey succeeds at a Task using Control or Insight, you gain one bonus
Momentum, which may only be used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend.
I Know My Ship- Whenever Bowdey attempts a Task to determine the source of a technical problem with his
home starship, add one bonus d20.
Industrious Mind- George Bowdey has an unusual affinity for technological developments and industrial
engineering. When succeeding an Engineering or Science Task relating to fixing or adapting technology, and
spending 2 or more Momentum, Bowdey may add an Advantage related to that technology for free.
Veteran- Bowdey is seasoned and experienced, able to draw upon inner reserves of willpower and
determination in a more measured and considered way. Whenever the character spends a point of
Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
Five generations of the Bowdey family have served in Starfleet- and before them, many generations served in the
United States and British Royal Navy. Saltwater, duty, and service are bred in the bones of the Bowdey family, and
George is no different. He has been drawn to ships since before he could walk, and will be in love with them til the
day he dies.
George is happiest when he's aboard a ship- whether that ship sails fresh water, salt water, or the blackness
between the stars. His greatest joy is to be three-quarters buried in machinery or puzzling out an engineering
problem, but he also enjoys carousing and bantering with his friends and shipmates.

LT Danilo Greene (Loaner Character)Attributes

Starfleet Engineering Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

8

Command

1

Security

4

Daring

11

Presence

8

Conn

2

Science

3

Fitness

7

Reason

12

Engineering

5

Medicine

1

Focuses: Electro-Plasma Distribution Systems, Starship Deflector Arrays, Starship Fire Control Systems,
Starship Weaponry, Transporter Operation and Repair, Warp Drive Operation and Repair.
Trait: Human. Humans are a resilient, diverse, and adaptable species, who often exhibit a dichotomy in their nature –
being both driven to strong emotion and careful reason – and while they have largely grown beyond their warlike
and divisive past, their drive and capacity for aggression are as much a part of their success as their curiosity
and analytical minds.
Values:
Hard Work Breeds Success: Greene is never afraid to put in the labor and effort required to earn the rewards.
Preparation and diligent efforts are his watch words.
He Who Never Dares, Never Triumphs: Greene isn't the timid sort- “faint heart ne'er won fair maiden” and
he's willing to “throw the dice” to accomplish his aims.
Peace Through Superior Firepower: While not an intrinsically violent sort, Greene has noticed that people
tend to be both more polite and more amiable when you have the means to back up your statements.
With A Long Enough Lever: Greene has a “never say die” attitude regarding technical problems. Science and
ingenuity, properly applied, can overcome any obstacle or technical hurdle.
Talents:
A Little More Power- Whenever Greene succeeds at an Engineering Task aboard his own ship, you may
spend one Momentum to regain one spent Power.
Bold (Engineering)- Whenever Greene attempts a Task with the Engineering Discipline, and you buy one or
more d20s by adding to Threat, you may re-roll your dice pool.
In The Nick of Time- Greene Whenever Greene succeeds at an Engineering or Science Task as part of an
Extended Task, he scores 1 additional Work for every Effect rolled.
Technical Expertise- Whenever you attempt a Task assisted by the ship’s Computers or Sensors, you may reroll one d20 (which may be the ship’s die).
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Born to colonists on the New Dubuque Colony (Sigma Eperios VI), Greene was a tinkerer from the time he could
walk. Rejecting the rural, agrarian lifestyle of the other colonists, Greene used his talents to maintain and even
improve the colony's technological infrastructure. At age 17, Greene hopped the first shuttle off-world, eager to serve
in Starfleet.
A born engineer, Greene understands both the theory behind technology as well as its practical applications. Never
one to let well enough alone, Greene is never satisfied (for long) with the performance of his equipment and seeking
to improve it. This has led to some minor “tunnel vision” and to some friction with his superiors when critical
systems are belatedly discovered to be “off-line for maintenance”.
Greene's obsessive tinkering has earned him recognition and commendation for a new sensor-deflector tie-in
process which improved the efficiency of navigational deflectors fleet-wide.

Srr'rath (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Engineering Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

8

Command

1

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

8

Conn

2

Science

3

Fitness

10

Reason

11

Engineering

5

Medicine

1

Focuses: Deflector Shields Operation and Repair, EPS Power Systems, First Aid,
Phasers, Transporter Operation and Repair, Warp Drive Operation and Repair
Gorn- Gorn are large and powerfully-built, even more so than other famously-mighty species such as the Klingons
or Nausicaans. They are many times stronger than a human being, and resilient enough to ignore massive blunt
force trauma or even short periods in hard vacuum. However, Gorn are not especially agile or fast. Gorn are
ectothermic — cold-blooded — with their body temperature varying by external factors, and thus favor warm
environments where they can be most active and effective.
Values:
Others Depend Upon Me: From an early age, Srr'rath understood that the colony's comfort- even survivaldepended upon the reliability and operation of the machinery under her care. This has drilled thoroughness
and diligence into her every act.
This Fine Ship, This Fine Crew: The Gorn are- by nature and nurture, a highly tribal society. Srr'rath
considers her crew and shipmates to be an extension of her family/clan/tribe, and will brook no threat or
slight to them, and will move Heaven and Earth to protect them.
Teamwork and Discipline: Working with machinery from a very young age has taught Srr'rath that
cooperation multiples the effectiveness of any effort far beyond simple addition. As a result Srr'rath
demands the very best equipment and people for her engine room and trains them diligently (almost
obsessively). She rewards their best performance with the finest tools and rewards she can lay hands on.
Hatred of The Dominion : Srr'rath's saw extensive action (both aboard ship and ashore) during the recently
concluded Dominion War- and the violence and atrocities committed have left their mark on her psyche.
While she merely dislikes and distrusts Cardassians, she loathes and despises the Founders, their Vorta
toadies, and their Jem Hadar bully-boys. .
Talents:
I Know My Ship- Whenever Srr'rath attempts a Task to determine the source of a technical problem with
her home ship, add one bonus d20.
In The Nick of Time- Whenever Srr'rath succeeds at an Engineering or Science Task as part of an Extended
Task, she scores 1 additional Work for every Effect rolled.
Resolute- Srr'rath has an indomitable spirit, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. Her maximum Stress is
increased by three.
Tough- Srr'rath's hide and constitution are the stuff of which legends are made. Whenever she spends
Momentum to Avoid an Injury, the cost is reduced by 1, to a minimum of 1.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 17
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Srr'rath is the daughter of Cestus VII- a joint Gorn-Federation established following the Cestus III Massacre in 2267.
Despite suspicions lingering from earlier generations, the colony is a successful example of interspecies cooperation,
weathering several calamities through partnership and cooperation. Srr'rath was apprenticed to the colony's
engineering team at an early age, and learned to “do the job” correctly and well the first time.
Enjoying dual citizenship, Srr'rath was able to apply for Starfleet Academy and sponsored by the planetary
governor, eventually graduating with Honors in Warp Drive Engineering and Subspace Theory. During the Dominion
War, Srr'rath fought in several battles aboard the USS Fairchild and several Federation worlds under Dominion assault.

SX-2-4 “Essex Two-Four”

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)- Starfleet Engineering Crew
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

9

Command

1

Security

2

Daring

7

Presence

7

Conn

3

Science

3

Fitness

10

Reason

10

Engineering

4

Medicine

2

Focuses: EPS Power Systems, Impulse Operation and Repair, Life Support Operation and
Repair, Small Craft, Transporter and Replicators, Warp Drive Operation and Repair
A500 Synth- Modeled on- but distinctly inferior to- the Soong-type android, the A500 series “synths” are cybernetic
life-forms and may ignore or resist effects like hard vacuum, disease, radiation, oxygen deprivation, telepathy,
or biochemical imbalance. However, some environmental conditions, such as highly-ionized atmospheres, and
electromagnetic fields, can have a severe effect. Unlike true Soong-type androids, the A500 positronic matrix is
far less sophisticated and lacks “true sentience”. As such, the “synths” do not enjoy legal personhood or the
right to self-determination affirmed for Commander Data in 2365.
Values:
Asimov's Legacy: SX 2-4 is programmed with strict ethical subroutines first developed and codified by
science fiction writer Isaac Asimov in the 20th century. SX-24 is fundamentally bound to serve protect
sentient life in accordance with Federation Law and Starfleet regulations.
Talents:
Computer Expertise- Whenever you attempt a Task that involves the programming or study of a computer
system, you may add a bonus d20 to your pool.
Maintenance Specialist- You are an expert in conducting and directing normal, day-to-day, maintenance and
repairs on Starfleet equipment. Whenever they are required to perform maintenance, reduce the Difficulty by
1, to a minimum of 1, and halve the time required to complete the Task.
Polyalloy Construction- While appearing extremely lifelike – even simulating breathing, blinking, and other
autonomic processes – a Soong-type android is not organic life. They are highly resistant to environmental
conditions, reducing the Difficulty of Tasks to resist extremes of heat and cold by 2, and they are immune to
the effects of suffocation, hard vacuum, starvation, and thirst. Further, their sturdy construction grants them
Resistance 1. Further, while they can detect damage and dangerous conditions, they do not experience real
pain, gaining +3 Resistance against non-lethal attacks, and being entirely immune to any penalties or
hindrances caused by pain.
Untapped Potential- The character is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. The
character may not have or increase any Attribute above 11, or any Discipline above 4 while they have this
Talent (and may have to adjust Attributes and Disciplines accordingly at the end of character creation).
Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either
Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll, and adds
one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled. The character cannot gain any higher rank than lieutenant (junior
grade) while they possess this Talent.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Resistance: 1
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Hidden 1, Charge.
S-X 2-4 (A500, Series S, Matrix Suite X (10), Group 2, Unit 4)- also known as “SX-24”- is an A500 S-Series “synth”
brought online in 2382 at the Daystrom Institute in Okinawa. While all the A500 synths use the same basic
(positronic) operating system, minor variants and modifications continue to be developed and tested. The S-Series
were a batch of eight synths (Groups 1 & 2) designated to test the Suite Ten positronic matrix, though they are
outwardly (and functionally) identical to all other A500s.
Depending upon where they appear in the timeline, this character (and others like him) may appear as background
characters, allies, or antagonists. They may be useful support personnel, rogue killers, or desperate fugitives seeking
to avoid being deactivated in the wake of the Synth Attack on Mars in 2384.

Chief Warrant Officer Tobrun
(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Quartermaster
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

4

Security

5

Daring

9

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Diplomacy, Hand Phasers, Interstellar Markets, Logistics, Interspecies Gastronomy, Shuttlecraft Pilot
Trait: Denobulan. Denobulans have a robust immune system, but a vulnerability to various forms of radiation
poisoning. They are naturally adept climbers, scuttling up sheer walls like some forms of terrestrial lizard.
Denobulans do not need to sleep, but must hibernate for several days each year, becoming disoriented if
ept awake during this period.
Values:
Life is a Grand Adventure: Tobrun is an adventurer, eager to explore all that life has to offer.
Preparation is the Key To Success: Tobrun believes that proper preparation and planning can overcome
almost any danger or challenge.)
Infinite Diversity: Tobrun believes that diversity is the spice of life and that the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts. Tobrun is quick to see what others have to offer and contribute.
A Friend In Need: Tobrun is fiercely loyal to his friends- and constitutionally incapable of leaving a friend in
danger.)
Talents:
Cultural Flexibility- Your people are friendly, patient, and inquisitive, and you exemplify these traits. You are at
ease when meeting new cultures, and adapt to unfamiliar social structures easily. When you attempt a Task
to learn about an unfamiliar culture, or to act in an appropriate manner when interacting with members of
such a culture, you reduce the Difficulty by one.
Parent Figure- You have a large family, with many children, nieces, and nephews, and you’ve learned how to
coordinate even the most unruly and fractious of groups when necessary. When attempting or assisting a
Task, and two or more other characters are involved in the Task, the first Complication generated on the Task
– either by the character attempting the Task, or one of the assistants – may be ignored.
Advisor- Whenever you assist another character using your Command Discipline, the character being assisted
may re-roll one d20.
Veteran- Tobrun is seasoned and experienced, able to draw upon inner reserves of willpower and
determination in a more measured and considered way. Whenever the character spends a point of
Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 14
Unarmed Strike; Melee 6:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 8:, Size 1, Charge.
A long-veteran of Starfleet, Tobrun is the Santee's supply officer and informally, the ship's counselor. A Denobulan,
Tobrun is typically gregarious, out-going, and forward thinking, embracing the diversity which a benevolent universe
offers. As an experienced veteran, Tobrun has taken many young officers (and enlisted men) under his wing and
helped them find their footing in a very large universe.

Barr jav'Torq (Loaner/Supporting Character)Attributes

Starfleet Engineering Officer

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

9

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

9

Presence

8

Conn

3

Science

2

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Impulse Engineering, Starship Deflector Technology, Starship System Engineering, Transporter
and Replicator Technology, Unarmed Combat, Warp Drive Engineering
Trait: Tellarite. Tellarites have a keen sense of smell and a high tolerance for many common drugs, toxins, and
inebriants (Tellarites don’t get drunk, just feisty). They also have excellent eyesight, and more acute perception
of distance, depth, and dimension than humans.
Values:
You Can Get It Cheap, Fast, or Right- Pick Two: Barr considers himself a craftsman first and foremost.
Correct (and quality) work takes time, and rushing a job invariably has costs of its own.
A Job Well Done Is Its Own Reward: Except for acknowledgment of his superior work and skill, Barr has no
interest in rank, privilege, medals or other remuneration.
Do It Right The First Time: One of Barr's favorite aphorisms is, “If you don't have the time to do it right, when
will you have time to do it over?” Barr hates, loathes, and despises being rushed when he's making repairs
or delicate adjustments to “his” machinery.
Beware of Romulans Bearing Gifts: Located on the edge of Federation space, Barr's home colony saw its
share of “Vulcan merchants” crossing in and out of Romulan space and seeking either repairs or attempting
to “acquire” Federation technology. Between thefts, unpaid debts, and the occasional violent confrontation,
Barr has a generally low opinion of Romulans in general and is exceptionally untrustworthy of them under
the best of circumstances.
Talents:
Incisive Scrutiny- You have a knack for finding weak spots in arguments, theories, and machines alike to glean
information from them, learning about things by how they respond to pressure against vulnerable points.
When you succeed at a Task using Control or Insight, you gain one bonus Momentum, which may only be
used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend.
Technical Expertise- Whenever you attempt a Task assisted by the ship’s Computers or Sensors, you may
re-roll one d20 (which may be the ship’s die).
Right Tool for the Right Job- Engineers are trained to identify and use appropriate tools whenever they are
working on the delicate components that make up complex ship systems. Whenever you acquire an
engineering tool with an Opportunity Cost, the tool grants an Advantage if it did not do so originally, or
increases the Advantage it provides by one step.
Untapped Potential- Barr is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever
the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either
Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :,
and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
The quintessential Engineering brat, Barr jav'Torq grew up on a remote colony world near the Romulan Neutral
Zone. His parents ran a local shipyard/repair depot, and Barr started his career by holding tools and work lights
almost before he could walk. A desire to operate and design the latest and most advanced technology pulled him
toward academia and Engineering Design, but practical application- actually running and tinkering with the machinery
in the field- won out, and he joined Starfleet as soon as he was able.
Barr is happiest when he's three-quarters buried in machinery or puzzling out an engineering problem, but he also
enjoys carousing and bantering with his friends and shipmates.

Medical Officers

Dr, (Lt.Cdr.) Ebram Falkirk (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Medical Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

3

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

2

Medicine

5

Focuses: Chemistry, Emergency Medicine, Infectious Diseases, Portable Shield Generators, Surgery, Triage
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Work Through The Pain: Falkirk believes that work is an essential part of recuperation.
Call It Like I See It: Falkirk has little patience for fools (whether or not they outrank him), and isn't hesitant to
express his true opinions.
Science Alone Can't Help or Cure People: Falkirk understands that his job is to treat people, rather than
diseases, and that medicine is an intensely human field.
A Sense of Humor is the Best Defense Against Minor Troubles: Falkirk firmly believes that “God has a
sense of humor”, and tries to see the humor in misfortune and misadventure.
Talents:
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, you may ignore any increase in Difficulty for working
without the proper tools or equipment.
Dauntless- Whenever Falkirk attempts a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus
d20 to your dice pool.
Doctor's Orders- When you attempt a Task to coordinate others, or to coerce someone into taking or
refraining from a specific course of action, you may use your Medicine Discipline instead of Command.
Veteran- Falkirk is a tested veteran, drawing upon inner reserves of willpower and determination in a more
measured and considered way. Whenever Falkirk spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is
rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 2:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 4:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Dr. Falkirk is a veteran Starfleet surgeon who was born on Earth Colony II, a thriving transit hub. Falkirk's parents
were research scientists, and supported his intention to study medicine. Early in his career, Falkirk was assigned to
relief operations on a variety of worlds, culminating in service with a field hospital on the Cardassian border. During
one encounter, the camp was nearly overrun, but Falkirk was able to jury-rig portable field generators to protect his
patients until relief forces arrived.
Dr. Falkirk is stern and capable: gruff, but generally amiable, a strong believer in healing (and redemption) through
hard work.

Jalim Galeni (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Starfleet Medical Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

1

Security

3

Daring

8

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

3

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

3

Medicine

5

Focuses: General Medicine, Pathology, Psychology, Surgery, Toxicology, Sabotage.
Trait: Cardassian. Cardassians are usually described- with a certain amount of justice- as “dedicated, disciplined,
and ruthless”. Cardassians are typically arrogant (bordering on xenophobic) and are widely disliked and
seldom trusted. Physically, Cardassians are similar to most species, save for slightly reduced hearing and a
biological preference for hotter climates.
Values:
Learned At the Feet Of Masters: Galeni was fortunate, in his youth, to have the benefit of a strong classical
(if Cardassian) education. His medical education, in particular, was especially rigorous, and his concern
and care of his patients is both genuine and consuming.
Luck Favors The Well Prepared: For Dr. Galeni, it is not enough to find A path which leads to victory- he
believes he must arrange things so that ALL paths lead to victory.
Success At Any Price: Cardassian utilitarian philosophy and the Obsidian Order's utter intolerance of failure
have scarred Jalim, Though he may rationalize his behavior as “for the greater good”, he will grind whatever
grist the mill requires in order to accomplish his purposes (and those of the ship).
Trust Is A Luxury: Years of suspicion, betrayal, and death have left their mark on the good doctor. There is
very little he takes at face value and is therefore always looking for additional data points to corroborate or
discredit his observations.
Talents:
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, Dr. Galeni may ignore any increase in Difficulty for working
without the proper tools or equipment.
Quick Study- When attempting a Task that will involve an unfamiliar medical procedure, or which is to treat an
unfamiliar species, ignore any Difficulty increase stemming from your unfamiliarity.
Healing Hands- When attempting the Control + Medicine Task to heal Injury-related Complications, reduce
the Difficulty by 1, to a minimum of 1.
Suspicious by Nature- When attempting to detect hidden enemies, traps or other forms of danger, the
character may re-roll a d20.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Jalim Galeni is the scion of an honorable family with a long and troubled history. His father, uncle, and two cousins
gave their lives to the State (either in the Federation Border Wars or the Occupation of Bajor). An aunt, a brother, and a
cousin were prominent members of the Dissident Movement and gave their lives to that cause, as well.
In his middle teens, Galeni caught the eye of- and was recruited by- the Obsidian Order (which hoped to exploit his
contacts to expose the Dissidents), and encouraged him to espouse their cause. Unfortunately, this (only partiallyfeigned) political activism brought him to the negative attention of Gul Madred who promptly “disappeared” the young
doctor. Kidnapped by Madred, Galeni spent several years in exile in a “Madred village” where he and other
Cardassians were forced to fight to the death against Federation, Klingon, Romulan, and other prisoners of war.
Freed when Gul Dukat (aided by the Dominion) overthrew the Detapa Council, Galeni quickly joined the Resistance
against the Dominion occupiers. After the War, Galeni worked with Federation humanitarian teams lending aid to the
survivors before winning a field commission as part of a Starfleet exchange program.

Dr. Faidon Peredis

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Medical Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

12

Command

1

Security

3

Daring

7

Presence

11

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

7

Reason

10

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Emergency Medicine, General Medicine, Pharmacology, Surgery, Triage, Xenobiology.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
All That Fortune, Death, or Danger Dare: Dr. Peredis was taught from an early age that life is both fleetingand made to be enjoyed to the fullest. Wise and prudent choices do not take the joy out of life, but those
who do not dare will never triumph. “Live your life in such a way as to inspire ballads and paeons! And die
at age 90 (murdered by a jealous husband)!”.
Doctor Without Borders: Faidon Peredis joined Starfleet in order to maximize his ability to serve others. He
will render aid without hesitation and regardless of political alliances, treaties, or lack thereof. When you're
on his table, you're safe- because he's your doctor.
Love Burns, Fire Burns, Ale Burns- But Cold Were Life Without Them!: Despite his rank and position,
Doctor Peredis is young and dashing enough to be considered something of a rake- and fancies himself a
connoisseur of wines, art, and especially of the fairer sex.
Primum non nocere “First, do no harm”: The powers to heal, to create, and destroy are the most
elemental and the most sacred- and Dr. Peredis takes his oaths and responsibilities seriously.
Talents:
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, Faidon Peredis may ignore any increase in Difficulty for
working without the proper tools or equipment.
Quick Study- When attempting a Task that will involve an unfamiliar medical procedure, or which is to treat an
unfamiliar species, ignore any Difficulty increase stemming from your unfamiliarity.
Spirit of Discovery- Dr. Peredis has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend
one Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for spending
Determination still apply.
Veteran- Dr. Peredis is seasoned and experienced, able to draw upon inner reserves of willpower and
determination in a more measured and considered way. Whenever the character spends a point of
Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge,, Hidden 1.
A native of Proxima Centauri III, Peredis is descended from a Greek colony believed to have been transported to
that world sometime in the Third Century B.C. Cultured, sophisticated, and urbane, Peredis believes he is the
inheritor of the traditions of Hippocrates II, and of Asclepius, Hygieia, Panacea, and of the long, line of healers who
followed. As such, he takes his oaths and responsibilities quite seriously. Despite his rank and position, however,
Doctor Peredis is bon vivant; young and dashing enough to be considered something of a rake- and fancies himself a
connoisseur of the finer things in life.

Dr. Maris Scofield

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)-

Starfleet Medical Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

4

Security

1

Daring

8

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

3

Fitness

9

Reason

11

Engineering

2

Medicine

5

Focuses: Trauma Medicine, Surgery, Biology, Virology, Investigation, Cultural Studies
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist
great hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn,
irrational, and unpredictable.
Values:
Discipline is the Key: Dr. Scofield learned early that panic kills- and has conditioned herself to remain calm
and dispassionate even during the most extreme emergencies.
First, Do No Harm: Dr. Scofield will never willingly harm (nor allow to come to harm) a patient under her care.
Into Whatsoever House I Enter: Dr. Scofield will aid any and all whom she is able to treat without regard to
politics, military necessity, or allegiance.
Ever Learning, Ever Growing: Dr. Scofield believes that the quest for knowledge- and the drive to become a
better healer are never ending. To stop learning is the death of the intellect.
Talents:
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, you may ignore any increase in Difficulty for working
without the proper tools or equipment.
Quick Study- When attempting a Task that will involve an unfamiliar medical procedure, or which is to treat an
unfamiliar species, ignore any Difficulty increase stemming from your unfamiliarity.
Doctor's Orders- When you attempt a Task to coordinate others, or to coerce someone into taking or
refraining from a specific course of action, you may use your Medicine Discipline instead of Command.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 2:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 3:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Dr. Scofield is an experienced officer with several tours of duty in Starfleet. She is stern and occasionally
demanding and does not suffer fools easily. She is also well aware of the dangers of living and working in space, and
takes care to minimize them wherever possible.
Maris Scofield was born to civilian contractors working at Starbase 9, and as a child, she was involved in a tragic
accident when part of the station failed and suffered explosive decompression. Maris and several other students
were saved because of the quick thinking and swift action of their teacher, while others panicked and were lost.
As an intern. Dr. Scofield was involved in a heated discussion with her teacher and mentor over the decision to
euthanize a terminally-ill patient. Scofield allowed her superior to override her judgment and the life support was
withdrawn, allowing the patient to die- a decision over which Scofield remains conflicted.

Dr. Sirona (Loaner/Supporting Character)Attributes

Starfleet Medical Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

11

Command

2

Security

1

Daring

8

Presence

8

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

7

Reason

10

Engineering

1

Medicine

4

Focuses: Biochemistry, General Medicine, Psychiatry, Psychology, Surgery, Xenolinguistics.
Trait: Deltan. Deltans are considered to be beautiful individuals, with powerful empathic abilities and
heightened sensuality. The pheromones they excrete are a natural aphrodisiac in most species throughout the
Federation, and while serving aboard Starfleet they must be very careful with their natural physiology, using
chemical suppressants to cancel the effect.
Extraordinary Insight 1- Through genetic good luck, blind fate, or divine favor, Sirona demonstrates an uncanny
sensitivity to others. She automatically gains one success on all Tasks using Insight, in addition to any
generated by rolling.
Values:
Healing the Pain In Others: Since her early childhood (and likely spurred by her empathic powers) Sirona has
been driven to ease the pain and suffering of others.
The Ties That Bind: As an empath, a healer, and a counselor, Sirona shares an intimacy with- and owes a
moral and ethical duty- to those in her care. Sirona will never betray a trust or share something said in
confidence, and maintains a firm professional distance from her charges.
First, Do No Harm: Sirona is completely devoted to the ideals of the Hippocratic Oath, and is willing to
challenge anyone who directs her to disregard its principles and tenets.
Give From Strength: Sirona has discovered that she cannot give strength, health, comfort, or peace that
she does not possess herself. Her emotional and physical discipline stem from this belief and past
experience.
Talents:
Augmented Ability- Sirona gains the Extraordinary Insight 1 special rule (above). When the character uses this
ability, they increase their Complication Range by 2 for that Task.
Empath- Sirona can sense the emotions of most living beings nearby, and can communicate telepathically with
other empaths and telepaths, as well as those with whom she is extremely familiar. It may require effort and
a Task to pick out the emotions of a specific individual in a crowd, or to block out the emotions of those
nearby. Stress and other factors affect the use of this talent.
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, you may ignore any increase in Difficulty for working
without the proper tools or equipment.
Untapped Potential- Sirona is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the
character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or
Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one
point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 8
Unarmed Strike; Melee 2:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 3:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Born to an aristocratic (trade) family on a busy Deltan colony world, Sirona showed an early and extraordinary sensitivity
to those around her. Trained as a healer on her homeworld and at the Vulcan Science Academy, Sirona became involved
with a deeply troubled Starfleet Officer named Nathan Long. With her own judgment clouded, Sirona was surprised when
Long became fixated upon- and then obsessed with- her. Bitter and despondent when Sirona broke off the relationship,
Long ended his own life, leaving Sirona with deep guilt and infinite regrets.
A leave of absence and extensive soul-searching led to a reassessment of her own strengths and weaknesses- and a
new, highly-disciplined approach to her work. At the recommendation of one of her counselors, Sirona requested and
received a commission in Starfleet, and has received her first fleet posting.
Sirona's iron-discipline, (almost Vulcan) reserve, and sardonic, self-deprecating humor make her seem older than her
years. As a Deltan and an empath, she's used to being the center of romantic attention, but limits herself to mild teasing
and cool flirting- ever mindful of having failed Nathan Long.

T'Mara (Loaner/Supporting Character)Attributes

Starfleet Medical Officer

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

1

Medicine

4

Focuses: Biochemistry, General Anatomy, Shuttlecraft Operations, Surgery, Vulcan Religious Ethics,
Xenobiology
Trait: Vulcan. Vulcans are naturally resistant to extreme heat and dehydration, extremely strong, and have keen
auditory and olfactory senses. They are also telepathic, though this takes training to properly manifest, and they
learn mental discipline and emotional control from childhood. However, this control takes regular meditation to
maintain, and their controlled nature and desire for privacy can distance them from others, and make
interactions awkward.
Values:
Logic Is The Beginning Of Wisdom: Raised by Vulcan adepts and educated by Vulcan's finest philosophers,
T'Mara is an able and skillful proponent of logic- but also adheres to codes of morality and ethics which
predate logic, and lie at the heart of truths about the universe.
Starfleet Is A Promise: T'Mara joined Starfleet in order to maximize her abilities to gain knowledge and to
serve others. Starfleet, as an organization, is a tool for great good or great evil (and occasionally both).
T'Mara is both vigilant and outspoken to ensure that Starfleet lives up to the better angels of its ideals.
We Come To Serve: A famous author once recommended the words, “Let Me Help” above even “I love you”.
That idea- coupled with the Vulcan belief that a worthy life is one spent in service to others- is what
animates T'Mara. She gives selfishly and tirelessly to those under her care, is fiercely protective of her
patients, and (almost unreasonably) loyal to those she few calls “friend”.
First, Do No Harm: The powers to heal, to create, and destroy are the most elemental and the most sacred.
T'Mara is incessantly careful to ensure that she uses the powers and abilities given her responsibly and
productively.
Talent:
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, T'Mara may ignore any increase in Difficulty for working
without the proper tools or equipment.
Mind-Meld- You have undergone training in telepathic techniques that allow the melding of minds through
physical contact. This will always require a Task with a Difficulty of at least 1, which can be opposed by an
unwilling participant. If successful, you link minds with the participant, sharing thoughts and memories;
Momentum may be spent to gain more information, or perform deeper telepathic exchanges. This link goes
both ways, and it is a tiring and potentially hazardous process for you. Complications can result in pain,
disorientation, or lingering emotional or behavioral difficulties.
Nerve Pinch- T'Mara has learned to use a Vulcan form of neuropressure to swiftly and non lethally incapacitate
assailants. The nerve pinch counts as a melee weapon with 1: Intense, Size 1H, and the Nonlethal quality.
You may use Science or Medicine instead of Security when attempting a nerve pinch Attack, and may
increase damage according to the Discipline used.
Untapped Potential- T'Mara is inexperienced, but talented and with a bright future in Starfleet. Whenever the
character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum or
Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one
point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
T'Mara is the daughter of Vulcan religious adepts on the remote and reclusive colony world of N'Kara. As a child,
she demonstrated strong empathic powers and an aptitude toward healing- talents which led her to training as a
Vulcan medical adept. Her small colony provided limited opportunities for service, and so logic dictated that T'Mara
join Starfleet.

Civilians:
Diplomats, Merchants,
Traders
And
Spies

Ariil (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Orion Intelligence Operative
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

11

Command

5

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

2

Fitness

8

Reason

9

Engineering

3

Medicine

1

Focuses: Infiltration, Inquiry, Interrogation, Investigation, Persuasion, Seduction
Trait: Orion. Orions thrive in Class-M environments and are well suited to long voyages through space. The Orions
are a dimorphic species where the females secrete special pheromones that can stimulate the adrenal systems
of other species and make them become fascinated with them, which the Orion women have used to maintain
control over not only Orion males but to manipulate other species.
Values:
Everything Has It's Price: Ariil understands that information, loyalty and betrayal can all be bought with the
right price and the right currency. Sometimes that's latinum, other times it's something less tangible.
Knowledge Is Power: The right information can unlock any doors: political, personal, or professional.
The Devil Is In The Details: Knowing the right information at the right time is the key to success- whether
that's the access code to a security door or the name of the Senator's mistress...
Skin In The Game: Despite her mercenary tendencies and professional reputation, Ariil does possess loyalties
to things greater than the highest pay-off. The fact that Courd has (more than once) kept her skin whole and
healthy being one of them...
Talents:
Criminal Understanding- Orion culture is based around understanding the complicated meanings behind
words and plans. They do not take things at face value but look to see the underlying scheme going on
behind the scenes, whether it is noticing a word that was omitted from a contract agreement to
understanding how a pickpocket slipped a watch off their victim’s wrist. When trying to understand a matter
involving intrigue or guile, an Orion may roll an additional d20 when attempting to decipher the hidden
meaning behind the action.
Disarming Nature- Ariil is extremely sociable and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are engaged in
a Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by 1.
Studious- Whenever Ariil spends one or more Momentum to Obtain Information, you may ask one additional
question (in total, not per Momentum spent on Obtain Information).
That Wasn't Me- The Orions are known as one of the most untrustworthy species in the galaxy and yet people
are always willing to do business with them or are continually tricked by them. This is due to the subtle
dance of social interactions and the release of pheromones that make the Orion endearing to whom they are
dealing with, and can be used to gain their trust. An Orion adds 1 bonus Momentum to their pool when they
have successfully completed a task to win a target’s trust.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Disruptor Pistol; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Beautiful, dangerous, and deadly, Ariil is a green Orion woman currently in the employ of the Ferengi Courd. A
trained courtesan and intelligence agent, Ariil knows how to use her beauty and talents to make men more pliableand which blackmail to use to keep them that way. Ariil generally avoids “wet work” such as assassinations, but has
and will kill to protect herself.
Ariil is an adventuress, gathering information and suborning others for the thrills as much as the latinum. She
seldom speaks of her past, but has a burning and unexplained hatred certain Orion clans and Klingon houses.
Despite her status as a “freelancer”, Ariil has a long-standing association with Courd, and has also been known tovery occasionally- “cooperate” with both Starfleet Intelligence and the Tal Shiar on matters of mutual interest.

“Aubrey”
“The Ambassador”
(Supporting Character/Major NPC)- Diplomat/Civilian Advisor
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

12

Conn

1

Science

3

Fitness

8

Reason

9

Engineering

1

Medicine

2

Focuses: Blackmail, Diplomacy, Leadership, Persuasion, Psychology, Strategy.
Trait: “Venusian” People Trap. A plant-like alien carnivore, Venusian People Traps are
predatory manipulators par excellence. Gifted with cunning, inhuman charm,
and insatiable appetites, they prey upon the weak-willed and the vulnerable to serve their needs.
Sessile. “Venusian” People Traps are (essentially) root-bound, but in extreme circumstances may move at onequarter the rate of other characters- but take 3: Stress (fatigue) damage per round.
Values:
A Friend In Need is a Friend Who Feeds: Aubrey's “default setting” in getting its needs met is manipulating
others to accomplish its goals. It will use persuasion, advice, assistance, and (ultimately) blackmail to
render a target “indebted” (and thus vulnerable to manipulation).
If you need something from somebody always give that person a way to hand it to you: Aubrey is more
than happy to advise and assist others in achieving their goals- especially if it advances its own goals at the
same time.
The subtlest lie of all is the full truth: Aubrey delicately (and gleefully) balances its manipulation of targets
through a careful mix of by telling them what they want to hear and what they need to hear. Aubrey will twist
facts, manipulate the truth, and even outright lie to encourage behaviors or strategies it desires.
Survival justifies any means: Despite any pretense of friendship and/or alliance, Aubrey's self-interest is
always its primary goal. It will lie, cheat, steal, maim, torture, or murder to (ultimately) get what it wants.
Talents:
Bargain- Whenever When negotiating an offer with someone during Social Conflict, you may re-roll a d20 on
your next Persuade Task to convince that person. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, you gain
the Progression 1 benefit when you roll your Challenge Dice.
Disarming Nature- Despite all the unknowns about his (her?) past and the overt nature of its manipulation,
Aubrey is extremely sociable and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are engaged in a Social
Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by 1.
That Wasn't Me- Despite repeated, overt- even blatant- manipulation, some people are always willing to do
business with Aubrey and/or are continually tricked by it (due to it's gregarious nature, the subtle dance of
social interactions and subtle lies). Aubrey adds 1 bonus Momentum to its pool when it has successfully
completed a task to win a target’s trust.
Veteran- Aubrey is seasoned and experienced, able to draw upon inner reserves of willpower and
determination in a more measured and considered way. Whenever the character spends a point of
Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Swallow; Melee 5:, Grapple, Vicious 1
The lifeform known as “Aubrey” appeared at Federation Council Headquarters and identified itself as an
“ambassador” from the unknown planet ”Venusia”. It immediately set about culminating friendships and political ties
before ultimately being recognized and credentialed as a Diplomatic Attache. Subsequent assignment to a starship
(in an advisory category) soon followed.

Cepheus tr'Ahnwei (Loaner/Secondary Character)Attributes

Romulan Diplomat

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

4

Security

4

Daring

8

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

4

Fitness

9

Reason

10

Engineering

1

Medicine

2

Focuses: Diplomacy, Disruptor Pistol, First Aid, Linguistics, Philosophy, Throwing Knives
Trait: Romulan. Romulan physiology is not meaningfully different to that of Vulcans, but Romulans lack the intense
mental discipline common to Vulcans. Psychologically and culturally, Romulans prize cunning and strength of
will, and are distrustful of other species: this opinion is reciprocated, as Romulans have a reputation for
manipulation, deception, and betrayal.
Noble Blood/Aristocrat- Cepheus is the son of an old and noble house with generations of service to the
Romulan State and the Imperial Romulan Navy.
Values:
Service To The State: As a loyal Romulan, Cepheus has been taught from the cradle that the loyalty to the
State comes before any other. In any given circumstance, he will do what he thinks best serves the
Romulan Empire- even if his opinion does not agree with official Romulan policy.
Language Is The Key To Understanding: As a poet, translator, and diplomat, Cepheus' primary tool is
language. It doesn't hurt that he's also enamored with the simple beauty of the spoken and written word.
"Lyret sahhae Aehallh" (Truth destroys Illusion): Cepheus holds to the Romulan philosophy of “realitytruth”, or “things as they are, rather than as we wish them to be”. To truly prosper, we must confront the
reality rather than the illusions or misconceptions we hold dear. Understandably, this philosophy puts him
at odds with much of Romulan society, and particularly those in power.
Mnhei'sahe- Blood and Honor: Cepheus adheres to the archaic Romulan Code of honor which is primarily
occupied with courtesy to people around one: this courtesy, depending on circumstances, may require
killing a person to do him honor, or severely disadvantaging one's self on his behalf. Generally, mnhei'sahe
is satisfied if all the parties to an agreement or situation feel that their "face" or honor is intact after a social
(or other) transaction. The concept has been occasionally mistranslated as implying that a given action is
done "for a person's good." This is incorrect: such a concept literally does not exist in Rihannsu. One does
things for one's own good-- or rather, the good of one's honor-- and if properly carried out, the actions in
question will have benefited the other parties in the transaction as well.
Talents:
Charming Demeanor- Cepheus is charismatic- suave and polished. Whenever engaged in a social interaction
or Social Conflict with another character, you may re-roll a single d20 in your dice pool. In addition, if you
succeed in that task, you gain 1 bonus Momentum.
Disciplined Mind- The brutal conformity of Romulan society has taught the average citizen caution in share
their intimate thoughts in public. This reticence has taught Cepheus to not only shielding his emotions while
around others but also being able to discern the true feelings of those they communicate with. Cepheus is
able to reduce any psychic damage he may suffer by 1 and they gain a free re-roll on one die in their pool
when attempting to determine lies.
Proud and Honorable- Cepheus' personal integrity is unimpeachable, and he will not willingly break a promise
made. Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being coerced into breaking a promise, betraying your allies, or
otherwise acting dishonorably, you reduce the Difficulty by one.
Telepath- Cepheus is one of the rare Romulans with telepathic ability and can sense the surface thoughts and
emotions of most living beings nearby, and can communicate telepathically with other empaths and
telepaths, as well as those with whom you are extremely familiar. Surface thoughts are whatever a creature
is thinking about at that precise moment. The character cannot choose not to sense the emotions or read the
surface thoughts of those nearby, except for those who are resistant to telepathy. It will require effort and a
Task to pick out the emotions or thoughts of a specific individual in a crowd, to search a creature’s mind for
specific thoughts or memories, or to block out the minds of those nearby. Unwilling targets may resist with
an Opposed Task.
Combat

Weapons and Attacks:

Stress: 13

Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
T'Jai Blades; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Vicious 1, Deadly, Hidden.
Disruptor Pistol; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Vicious 1.

Cepheus is (quite literally) the red-headed (actually, copper-colored) surprise in a Romulan House of ancient and
honorable standing. From an early age, Cepheus was attracted to the beauty of the written and spoken word, and
immersed himself in Romulan “Classic” literature- especially poetry. This obsession did not sit well with his more
pragmatic elders, but was a tolerated caprice.
Cepheus completed his mandatory military service honorably, but failed to excel or garner any particular honors (to
the severe disappointment of many of his elders), and upon being discharged, was employed in minor administrative
posts within the various industries and businesses owned by his House. During this period, Cepheus found time to
write (under a pseudonym) a moderate body of poetic works which were well received on both sides of the Neutral
Zone.
In 2367, Cepheus secured a minor diplomatic post in Government (working as a translator), and was involved in
numerous diplomatic conferences and summits, throughout the Alpha and Beta Quadrants.

T'Jai Blades The Vulcan/Romulan equivalent on a shuriken or throwing star, t'jai are handle-less, razor-sharp
throwing blades with serrated (almost ornate) edges. Unlike throwing stars, t'jai are oblong, often six to eight
inches long, only one inch wide, and up to 1/8 inch thick. Some t'jai are coated with poisons and neuro-toxins.
T'jai are usually carried in pairs or in packs of six, eight, or twelve. Ranged, 1:, Size 1, Vicious 1, Deadly,
Hidden 1.
Romulan Neurotoxin (Poison): Vector: Injection/Injury Virulence: +2 Incubation: Instant Symptoms: 3:, Paralysis
Interval: 1 round (5 rounds per injury).

Courd (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Ferengi Information Broker
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

11

Command

5
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4

Daring

9
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10
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2
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3
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7
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9

Engineering

1

Medicine

1

Focuses: Analysis, Appraise, Barter, Diplomacy, Economics, Persuasion
Trait: Ferengi. Ferengi possess acute hearing far beyond that of other humanoid races and are able to hear both
higher and lower frequencies. However, this means that they experience severe pain at intense sound and any
physical trauma to their enlarged ears. They also possess hardy immune systems, rendering them immune to
many common diseases, but their small stature makes them ill-suited for intense or prolonged physical exertion
and many consider them weak. Ferengi try to avoid hard labor and direct confrontation, leading to a reputation
for cowardice. The structure of Ferengi brains renders them immune to telepathy.
Values:
The 22nd Rule: "A wise man can hear profit in the wind."
The 194th Rule: "It's always good business to know about new customers before they walk in your door."
The 74th Rule: "Knowledge equals profit."
The 208th Rule: "Sometimes the only thing more dangerous than a question is an answer."
Talents:
Knowledge Equals Profit- Whenever Courd spends Momentum to Obtain Information, an additional
Momentum is added to the group’s Momentum Pool after all other Momentum spends are resolved.
Incisive Scrutiny- Courd has a knack for finding weak spots in arguments, theories, and machines alike to
glean information from them, learning about things by how they respond to pressure against vulnerable
points. When you succeed at a Task using Control or Insight, you gain one bonus Momentum, which may
only be used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend.
Veteran- Courd is wily and experienced, drawing upon inner reserves of willpower and determination in a more
measured and considered way. Whenever Courd spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is
rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Well Informed- Courd maintains contacts everywhere and listens for news and rumors from far and wide. At
the start of a scene, you may add 1 to Threat to ask the Gamemaster two questions about the situation or
location, as if you had spent Momentum on the Obtain Information spend. The answers you receive will be
knowledge you’ve gained from your contacts and the news and rumors you’ve heard.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Disruptor Pistol; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
A Ferengi shipping contractor and information broker out of Illyrica Nine in the Otorin Sector, Courd is a man of
considerable power, influence, and wealth- all of which he prefers (unusually) to keep understated. He can most
often be contacted at a dark cantina called The Spider's Webb at Illyrica Nine. Courd normally conducts business
throughout the day, but seems to prefer the evenings for dealing with his most important clients.
In addition to being a shrewd business man, Courd is a premier intelligence specialist and analyst. Much of his
fortune (which is considerable) has been made by knowing just a little bit more than everyone else and by being
brave (or crazy) enough to capitalize on that information.
Courd is quiet and genteel, listens more than he speaks, and cannot be bought. His agenda is his own, though he
will occasionally do favors for others- with the full expectation that the debt be paid back (usually in the form of
information or services rendered).
Despite the (well-deserved) Ferengi reputation for rapacious acquisition, Courd can be compassionate, generous,
and selfless, “investing” in his people and in “worthy” causes simply because it makes the galaxy a better place. His
“rescue” of Saeryn is a good example.
Courd is far less interested in wealth as a means unto itself than in “winning the game”- defining his own rules,
playing to win, and “coming out on top” through cunning and guile.

Emil Patterson (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Federation Intelligence Specialist
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10
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5
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4
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9
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1

Focuses: Diplomacy, Espionage, Intelligence Analysis, Interrogation, Interstellar Law, Persuasion.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Federation Sword and Shield: Patterson is an unswerving devotee of the Federation and its ideals and has
no patience for those who would subvert either for their own ends. He is oath sworn to both protect the
Federation and to enforce its laws.
My People In The Field: Unlike other behind-the-scenes power-brokers, Patterson is both fiercely loyal to
(and smart enough to listen to) his commanders and officers in the field. Patterson trusts what they have to
say over the “over-processed” reports that most bureaucrats provide.
The Truth Shall Set You Free: Sound decisions and wise policy are predicated upon facts, not “noise”. The
trick is teasing out those facts, one question and investigation at a time.
Justice, At The Very End: Patterson's driving ambition is to see the Federation's enemies (particularly twisted
zealots such as Section 31) brought to justice, no matter how long it takes.
Talents:
Cold Reading- Succeeding at a Task during Social Conflict generates one bonus Momentum which must
be used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend to gain knowledge about an individual on the
other side of the interaction. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, the character gains the
Scrutinize 1 benefit (see page 91 of the Star Trek Adventures core rulebook) when rolling Challenge
Dice.
Criminal Minds- By imagining they are a suspect, and thinking in the same way, the character gains insight
into a criminal’s thought processes or actions. Whenever a character succeeds at a Task to interpret
information about a suspect using Reason, a character generates 1 bonus Momentum which may only be
used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend.
Incisive Scrutiny- Patterson has a knack for finding weak spots in arguments, theories, and machines alike to
glean information from them, learning about things by how they respond to pressure against vulnerable
points. When you succeed at a Task using Control or Insight, you gain one bonus Momentum, which may
only be used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend.
Well Informed- Patterson maintains contacts everywhere and listens for news and rumors from far and wide.
At the start of a scene, you may add 1 to Threat to ask the Gamemaster two questions about the situation or
location, as if you had spent Momentum on the Obtain Information spend. The answers you receive will be
knowledge you’ve gained from your contacts and the news and rumors you’ve heard.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Emil Patterson is a tall, thin human with thinning hair and a relaxed, confident air (much like Federation
Undersecretary Nilz Baris without the agitation and perpetually aggrieved air) and tends to disappear in the crowd.
When Patterson speaks, however, he speaks with the casual authority of a man accustomed to being obeyed, and
gives out information only as necessary.
Patterson is part of a counter-intelligence' “Special Projects Office” which works hand-in-glove with Starfleet
Intelligence, but he's also a high-powered mover-and-shaker (and an absolute foe of Section 31) in his own right.
Unless Patterson has recruited them for a specific mission, few people – in or out of Starfleet- know Patterson or
what he does.

Tharad Sar (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Orion Trader/Collector
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

11

Presence

10

Conn

4

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

8

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Astrogation, Disruptor Pistol, Flight Control, Knife-Fighting, Starship Weaponry, Trade Markets.
Trait: Orion. Orions thrive in Class-M environments and are well suited to long voyages through space. The Orions
are a dimorphic species where the females secrete special pheromones that can stimulate the adrenal systems
of other species and make them become fascinated with them, which the Orion women have used to maintain
control over not only Orion males but to manipulate other species.
Values:
Knowledge Is Power: The right information can unlock any doors: political, personal, or professional.
Keep Your Friends Close, Your Enemies Closer: Knowing Although not a member of the Orion Syndicate
himself, Tharad Sar is careful to remain on “friendly” terms with them- including sharing information and
paying a certain amount of “protection” to ensure his business remains untroubled.
Profit and Security: Latinum, credits, acta crystals- however it is counted, wealth is the guarantor of power,
comfort, and safety. Tharad Sar is intent on all three.
Trust Is A Luxury: Years of intrigue, suspicion, betrayal, and death have left their mark on Tharad Sar- the
knowledge that there are few he can truly “trust”. Sar takes very little at face value and is therefore always
looking for additional data points to corroborate or discredit his observations.
Talents:
Crisis Management- Small squad tactics can mean the difference between life and death in a dangerous,
hostile situation, and the character excels at coordinating action in battle. The character may make use of
the Direct Task (Star Trek Adventures Core Rulebook p. 173). If they already have access to the Direct Task,
they may do so twice per scene instead of once.
Hear All, Trust Nothing- Increase the Difficulty of any Social Conflict to deceive the character by 1.
Well Informed- Tharad Sar maintains contacts everywhere and listens for news and rumors from far and wide.
At the start of a scene, you may add 1 to Threat to ask the Gamemaster two questions about the situation or
location, as if you had spent Momentum on the Obtain Information spend. The answers you receive will be
knowledge you’ve gained from your contacts and the news and rumors you’ve heard.
Widely Traveled- Having traveled space for more of his adult life, Tharad Sar has seen a lot and has picked up
bits of knowledge and unusual skills along the way. Once per mission, the character may add 1 to Threat to
gain an additional Focus for the remainder of that mission, representing a specific skill or field of knowledge
the character possesses which is useful in the current situation.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Disruptor Pistol; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
A wealthy and powerful Orion political figure, Tharad Sar is a gracious host, a scheming manipulator, and a cutthroat (quite literally) competitor. A collector of antiquities, Tharad Sar cares less for the items themselves than for
the ostentation and the vicarious pleasure derived from having the most/best toys. Nor is he afraid to violate the law
to acquire that which he wants- though nearly always at (at least) one remove.
Sar started out as a thug on Rigel VIII, running with various street gangs until he “graduated” to crew on a
freighter/raider. Hard work and a desire to learn all that he could saw Tharad Sar's skill set grow until he commanded
his own small raider. From that humble beginning, Sar “went legit” and amassed a considerable fortune.
Although once lean and physically powerful, Tharad Sar has declined more through indulgence than age. In 2391,
Tharad Sar traveled to Tannery Freeport in the hopes of acquiring stolen Romulan cultural treasures.
Tharad Sar may interact with the heroes as a rival, a source of information, or (under extraordinary circumstances)
an ally.

D'Anna Tassan (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Orion Shipping Broker
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

3

Daring

12

Presence

10

Conn

4

Science

1

Fitness

8

Reason

9

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Business, Disruptor Pistol, Economics, Flight Control, Negotiation, Persuade
Trait: Orion. Orions thrive in Class-M environments and are well suited to long voyages through space. The Orions
are a dimorphic species where the females secrete special pheromones that can stimulate the adrenal systems
of other species and make them become fascinated with them, which the Orion women have used to maintain
control over not only Orion males but to manipulate other species.
Values:
Hard Work Is The Key: D'Anna kept herself fed and eventually escaped the slums of her youth by being
willing to work and work hard.
I Do The Job, Then I Get Paid: Although success has allowed her to be more selective, Tassan earned her
fortune by taking jobs on both sides of the law. If she makes a bargain, she keeps it- and expects the same
from those who do business with her.
Loyalty To One's Own: Tassan is fiercely loyal to “her people”, particularly the inner circle, that's been with her
since the beginning. She returns their loyalty by protecting them, avenging them, and punishing insults and
wrongs done them- through means legal and not.
Match The Customer To The Product: Tassan founded her success through a series of wild gambles on
speculative cargoes. Based on rumors, gossip, and bits of news, she ran guns and other supplies to
colonies and border worlds whose needs were not being met by larger, more reputable shippers. Her
shrewd guesses about what might be needed where sparked envy and snarky comments about “her crystal
ball”.
Talents:
Bargain- When negotiating an offer with someone during Social Conflict, you may re-roll a d20 on your next
Persuade Task to convince that person. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, you gain the
Progression 1 benefit when you roll your Challenge Dice.
Knowledge Equals Profit- Whenever D'Anna spends Momentum to Obtain Information, an additional
Momentum is added to the group’s Momentum Pool after all other Momentum spends are resolved.
Well Informed- D'Anna Tassan maintains contacts everywhere and listens for news and rumors from far and
wide. At the start of a scene, you may add 1 to Threat to ask the Gamemaster two questions about the
situation or location, as if you had spent Momentum on the Obtain Information spend. The answers you
receive will be knowledge you’ve gained from your contacts and the news and rumors you’ve heard.
Widely Traveled- Having traveled space for most of her adult life, D'Anna has seen much and has picked up
bits of knowledge and unusual skills along the way. Once per mission, the character may add 1 to Threat to
gain an additional Focus for the remainder of that mission, representing a specific skill or field of knowledge
the character possesses which is useful in the current situation.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Disruptor Pistol; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
D'Anna Tassan is something of a rarity- a free Green Orion woman with Federation citizenship and considerable
wealth (ostensibly earned through some good luck, honest trade and a small shipping consortium). Tassan has
extensive business and social contacts throughout the region, and has a reputation for elegance, sophistication, and
charm.
Tassan grew up on in the seedy spaceport and slums in the Orion systems, earning “her keep” by doing odd jobs
and running errands until she was old enough to sign on as freighter crew. Ten years working the spacelanes found
her as First Mate on a less-than-savory tramp freighter, but when the owner/master was killed in a barroom knife
fight, D'Anna found herself in command.

Matching rumors and gossip with potential customers, Tassan took a number of bold gambles- taking on
speculative cargoes that she was able to sell at a premium thanks to her “inside” information, Of course, not all
those cargoes- then or now- were strictly legal, but Tassan has always managed to keep the law at least an arm's
length away.
Good manners, diplomatic niceties, and a taste for the finer things in life serve to mask D'anna's sharp business
tactics, ruthless intellect, and cut-throat competitiveness, and have allowed her to amass a small fleet of trading
vessels operating along the Federation's borders with the Cardassian Union and Romulan Empire.

Otor Faros (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Attributes

Orion “Soldier”

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

8

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Phaser, Knife-fighting, Unarmed Combat
Trait: Orion. Orions thrive in Class-M environments and are well suited to long voyages through space. The Orions
are a dimorphic species where the females secrete special pheromones that can stimulate the adrenal systems
of other species and make them become fascinated with them, which the Orion women have used to maintain
control over not only Orion males but to manipulate other species.
Values:
Keep It Simple: Left to his own devices, Faros prefers to leave grand strategy to Tassan, and isn't afraid to
bloody his knuckles or his blade to get the job done.
Loyalty To The Boss: Faros has served Tassan loyally for almost thirty years and is- demonstrably- willing to
lie, steal, and kill on her behalf. He would rather die than betray her.
Talents:
Applied Force- Faros has mastered the art of best applying his size and strength in a fight. When you make a
melee attack, you may use Fitness instead of Daring. In addition, you add 2: to the Stress rating of your
unarmed attacks
Constant Presence- Faros is always at Tassan's side- introducing this Supporting Character in subsequent
adventures no longer costs Crew Support, and the Supporting Character gains 1 Determination the first time
they are used in an adventure.
Criminal Understanding- Faros is fully familiar with deceit, dishonesty, and treachery. He takes nothing at
face value but looks to see the underlying scheme going on behind the scenes. When trying to understand a
matter involving intrigue or guile, Faros may roll an additional d20 when attempting to decipher the hidden
meaning behind the action.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 7:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Knife; Melee 5:, Vicious 1, Deadly, Hidden 1.
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Otor Faros is captain of the Caspartine and D'Anna Tassan's strong right arm. A short, stocky Orion with short,
graying mutton chops and an even shorter temper, Faros has served Tassan for nearly thirty years. Faros is a capable
shipmaster and pirate, but relies on Tassan for the "big picture" strategy and is often mystified by her plans and
methods.
Although Tassan has grown wealthy and powerful during their partnership, Faros has not (not that he
particularly objects). He has sufficient wealth (saved in trust by Tassan) to live a comfortable retirement, and
has rank, prestige, and authority in Tassan's employ. He is fiercely loyal and content to trust and obey his
partner.

Saeryn (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Betazed Psychologist
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

12

Command

4

Security

3

Daring

8

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

2

Fitness

7

Reason

10

Engineering

1

Medicine

5

Focuses: Counseling, First Aid, General Medicine, Inquiry, Investigation, Psychology.
Trait: Betazoid. All Betazoids are telepathic to varying degrees, and even when not actively using their abilities, they
are highly perceptive of others around them, but also highly sensitive to telepathic disturbances and mental
assaults. They have little familiarity with lies and deception, due to their open culture and ability to read the
thoughts and emotions of others. As they are sensitive to the minds of other living beings, they tend not to be
comfortable around animals, for fear of losing themselves in the minds of wild creatures.
Values:
Debtor's Prison: Although she is treated as a friend, confidante, and equal, Saeryn owes a debt of loyalty and
gratitude to Courd for freeing her and providing for her education.
A Pearl of Great Price: “The Truth™” is the galaxy's most valuable commodity. Those in possession of it can
shape the course of empires. Saeryn is happy to help Courd discover the Truth™ one business transaction
at a time.
Safety and Security: Slavery and abuse left their mark on Saeryn, and she is perpetually wary of being
vulnerable or trapped, always keeping an “escape hatch” handy.
The Sadder, But Wiser Girl: After completing her education, Saeryn attempted to return home, only to find
that she no longer “fit” and could not and would not submit to her family's (traditional) expectations of her.
Talents:
Criminal Understanding- Saeryn's experiences have taught her about deceit, dishonesty, and deception.
She no longer takes things at face value but looks to see the underlying scheme going on behind the
scenes. When trying to understand a matter involving intrigue or guile, Saeryn may roll an additional d20
when attempting to decipher the hidden meaning behind the action.
Knowledge Equals Profit- Whenever Saeryn spends Momentum to Obtain Information, an additional
Momentum is added to the group’s Momentum Pool after all other Momentum spends are resolved.
Insightful Guidance- Whenever Saeryn assists a character, who is in a Social Conflict, using your knowledge of
psychology or emotional states, that character is considered to have an Advantage in addition to the normal
benefits provided by your Assist.
Telepath- Saeryn can sense the surface thoughts and emotions of most living beings nearby, and can
communicate telepathically with other empaths and telepaths, as well as those with whom she is extremely
familiar. It requires effort and a Task to pick out the emotions or thoughts of a specific individual in a crowd,
to search a creature’s mind for specific thoughts or memories, or to block out the minds of those nearby.
Unwilling targets may resist with an Opposed Task.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 10
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Beautiful, poised, and elegant Saeryn at first appears to be little more than “arm candy” for the Ferengi business
man Courd. In reality, she is a trusted confidant, ally, and partner- using her telepathic abilities to gain information
and insights on those who do business with him.
Raised in wealth and privilege on her homeworld of Betazed, Saeryn fell in with a crowd with more (financial)
means than sense and- while on a lark- was captured by a group of Nausicaan raiders and sold into to the Orion
Syndicate. Saeryn refuses to talk about that period in her life, but she still bears scars (both physical and mental)
from the ordeals she suffered.
By chance, Courd stumbled upon the girl and saw potential- buying and then freeing her and paying for her medical
care and education. Unlike others in her life, Courd has never treated Saeryn as though she were in his debt nor
demanded any “favors” of her, but has always treated her as an equal.

Crew
Of The
UES EMDEN
The officers and the crew of the UES Emden were written specifically for
an Star Trek: Enterprise/Romulan War Era Campaign. They may, of course,
be adapted to other eras and crews at the Gamemaster's Discretion.

CAPT Richard H. Kelley (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Earth Starfleet Command Officer- Commanding Officer UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

4

Security

4

Daring

9

Presence

11

Conn

2

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

9

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Astrogation, Conn, Hand-To-Hand Combat, Hand Phasers, Raider Tactics and Strategies, Starship
Weaponry
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Ever Vigilant: Years in the spacelanes taught Kelley to be cautious and vigilant- traits that have served
him well in Starfleet. He trusts little “at face value” and is always looking for the hidden threat and
careful to to leave himself and his crew “an out” if they need one.
Master And Commander: Kelley is the prototypical ship's captain- sage, conscientious, and vigilant. Kelley
prefers to keep his command atmosphere relaxed, but as Emden's Master-and-Commander, Kelley must
keep his judgments and decisions unbiased, somewhat aloof and impersonal. Thus, Kelley isn't
particularly close to any of his crew, but he respects and values them- and is charged with both their wellbeing and their professional development.
Manifest Destiny: Kelley devoutly believes that the stars are humanity's manifest destiny (as part of an
interstellar coalition).
Protector and Mentor: Kelley has a strong paternal and protective streak- instinctively looking out for the
weak and the disadvantaged- but he does not suffer fools gladly. He also believes it his duty to teach and
mold his officers and crew to the fullest of their potential.
Talents:
Cautious (Command)- Whenever Kelley attempts a Task with the Command Discipline, and buys one or more
d20s by spending Momentum, you may re-roll a single d20.
Resolute- Kelley is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. Increase your maximum Stress by 3.
Spirit of Discovery- Kelley has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend one
Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for spending
Determination still apply.
Veteran- Kelley is a seasoned officer, drawing upon inner reserves of willpower and determination in a more
measured and considered way. Whenever Foster spends a point of Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is
rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 7:, Size 1.
Richard Henline Kelley is a former Earth Cargo Ship (“Boomer”) Captain who accepted a Starfleet Commission in
the wake of the Xindi Attack on Earth and increased predations by the Nausicaans and others. In the three years
since Kelley took command of the Emden, he has seen combat nine times- engaging with Xindi, Nausicaans, Orions,
Klingon “renegades”, and Tellarite pirates. One particularly noteworthy action was the recovery of the Andorian
passenger ship Empress Thalessa from separatist terrorists who had seized her.
Stripping the Emden of all but two of her crew, Kelley and his men boarded the Thalessa, rescuing hundreds of
passengers and crew in desperate hand-to-hand and close-quarters fighting. Among the liberated hostages were
several members of Lieutenant Thelos' family, which prompted the younger officer to “join” Emden after the
declaration of war (despite his planet's official neutrality).
Kelley has an “open door” policy- he'll listen to what any of his crew have to say- but his closest advisors aboard
are Commander Hammond and Lieutenant Thelos. Kelley is somewhat chagrined by the latter- grateful for his
presence (and that of his men) aboard, but also somewhat uncomfortable with the idea that Thelos is (by honor)
indebted to him.

Lt.Cdr. Benjamin Hammond (Supporting Character)Earth Starfleet Command Officer- Executive Officer UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

8

Conn

4

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

9

Engineering

1

Medicine

1

Focuses: Astrogation, Conn, Hand-To-Hand Combat, Hand Phasers, Shuttlecraft Pilot, Starship Weaponry
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
An Officer and a Gentleman: Hammond gets on well with most others, playing his expected role, presenting
a cheerful and confident manner (and attempting to burying his insecurities). Hammond is determined to
exemplify the best values of military service: bravery, competence, service, and gallantry.
Beyond The Farthest Star: Despite his practical and pragmatic reasons for joining Starfleet, Hammond is an
explorer at heart, eager to see what lies where no one has gone before.
Duty Bound: The Hammond family has been “Navy” (or, lately, Starfleet) for eleven generations- most of those
officers rose to command, and several to the Admiralty. Hammond is determined to carry on that tradition.
His Father's Son: Ben Hammond is a gifted young officer overshadowed by a domineering and demanding
father. Benjamin doubts his abilities and achievements and wonders if his rank and position are the result of
merit or nepotism.
Talents:
Cautious (Security)- Whenever Hammond attempts a Task with the Security Discipline, and buys one or more
d20s by spending Momentum, you may re-roll a single d20.
Fire at Will- Hammond is capable of tracking multiple targets and making attacks against them with great
effect. Whenever the character makes a ranged weapon attack, and then uses the Swift Task Momentum
spend to make a second ranged attack, they ignore the normal Difficulty increase from Swift Task.
Resolute- Hammond is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum
Stress by three.
Technical Expertise- Whenever you attempt a Task assisted by the ship’s Computers or Sensors, you may reroll one d20 (which may be the ship’s die).
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 7:, Size 1.
Ben Hammond is the youngest child (and only son) of Admiral Carstairs Hammond and family that has been “Navy” (or,
lately, Starfleet) for eleven generations- most of those officers rose to command, and several to the Admiralty. Carstairs
Hammond is determined to see that tradition continued in his son and (future) grandsons.
The elder Hammond is capable, charismatic, and ambitious- a “model” officer who buried his own insecurities and
(inadvertently) inflicted them on his son. Benjamin has been drilled since early childhood, pushed to his limits by a father
who both had high expectations and who was never quite satisfied with his son's efforts.
Although Benjamin is a competent officer in his own right, Admiral Hammond has “left nothing to chance”, interfering
with and exerting an inordinate amount of control over the younger officer's career. Hammond arranged Ben's posting to
the Emden (without consulting him) primarily because the older, comparatively short-range vessel was unlikely to
encounter the enemy. The Admiral reasoned that the younger officer would receive the prestige of a “combat” posting
without facing inordinate risk- though the exigencies of war quickly foiled his carefully laid plans. Critically short of ships,
men, and materials, Starfleet has pressed every ship that can serve into battle.
The result of all this meddling, domineering, and interference is a gifted officer with an ingrained fear of failure and grave
doubts about his own strengths and talents. Benjamin deeply fears disgracing himself and his family name- and wonders if
his rank and position are the result of merit or nepotism. Benjamin Hammond is (almost recklessly) desperate to live up to
the “heroic” standard his father demands, and sensitive to appearances and to questions about his competence or bravery.
Hammond gets on well with most of the officers playing the expected role by presenting a cheerful and competent
manner (and attempting to burying his insecurities).

LT. Stocker Kane (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Earth Starfleet Flight Control Officer- Helmsman, UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

4

Science

2

Fitness

11

Reason

8

Engineering

2

Medicine

2

Focuses: Anti-grav Tugs, Astrogation, Conn, Hand Phasers, Starship Weaponry, Zero-G Operations
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Hard work Pays Off: Kane has known hard work- usually grueling physical labor- all his life and is unafraid of
either sweat or toil.
Steward And Guardian: Kane has always been protective of “the little guy”- even when he was one himself.
Sea-Going Spirit: Although the sea will always be his first love, Kane has taken to the stars- partially in
search of adventure, but also of meaning and purpose. It's a strange and confusing sort of wander-lust, a
feeling that his destiny lies in the star.
Preparation Is Key: Kane believes that with preparedness and forethought, man can triumph over any danger.
Talents:
Bold (Security)- Whenever Kane attempts a Task with the Conn Discipline, and you buy one or more d20s by
adding to Threat, you may re-roll your dice pool.
Dauntless- Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus d20 to
your dice pool.
Resolute- Kane is indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.
Untapped Potential- Kane is raw and inexperienced, but talented and has a great deal of potential. Whenever
the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice with either Momentum
or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds
one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 18
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 7:, Size 1.
Stocker Kane is the product of the American Northwest sea coast- a region still recovering from the ravages of the
Eugenics War, World War III, and the atrocities of Colonel Green. Kane began working on the water front at the age of
twelve, and by age seventeen, had earned his Mate's Papers (for both surface and anti-grav tugs). A near-tragic
encounter with Starfleet Admiral Douglas impressed the Admiral with the younger man's bravery and ability, resulting
in an appointment to Starfleet Academy.
Despite his youthful appearance, Kane is older than his years; quiet and thoughtful, and unafraid of hard work.
Although he's not a big man (he stands just 5'10”), Kane is compact and powerful, with arctic-blue eyes, brown hair,
and a pronounced swagger1.
Although the sea will always be his first love, Kane has taken to the stars- partially in search of adventure, but also
in search of meaning and purpose. It's a strange and confusing sort of wander-lust, a feeling that his destiny lies in
the stars. What shape that destiny will take he doesn't know- luckily he has wise teachers and great friends to
support him. Kane believes that with preparedness and forethought, man can triumph over any danger.
Since coming aboard, Kane has developed a friendship with most of the other officers, but particularly with the
Executive Officer (Commander Hammond). Kane seeks to model himself on the older officer. Kane believes that
Hammond is everything he wants to be: a capable officer, a man with a distinguished heritage and family history he
can draw upon, and a “leader of men”. Kane is unaware of Hammond's insecurities or the effect his “hero worship”
has on the older man. Kane is leery (and somewhat in awe) of the Captain, and tries to avoid drawing Kelley's
attention.
*Think of Jamie Bell's character “Jimmy” in King Kong (2005).

1

LT. Ariel Kolleen (Supporting Character/Major NPC)Earth Starfleet Science Officer- Chief Science Officer, UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

8

Presence

8

Conn

1

Science

5

Fitness

9

Reason

11

Engineering

3

Medicine

2

Focuses: Anthropology, Astrophysics, Exobiology, Exogeology, First Aid, Xenolinguistics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Value:
Coming Out Of Her Shell: Kolleen has formed awkward- if close and genuine- friendships with both LTJG
Marconi and LT Kamishiro- who are slowly coaxing her “out of her shell”.
Crucial Details Determine Success: Kolleen is a careful, methodical and dedicated scientist who never
places an unhedged bet and who prefers slow, steady analysis to leaps of intuition. Her attention to detail is
the stuff of (minor) legend and has kept her skin whole and intact on more than one occasion.
The Universe Has Rules: Kolleen believes that there are certain inviolable rules and universal truths that are
broken only by the unwary, the reckless, a/o the foolish. Understanding those rules is the key to both
understanding the Universe and to personal survival.
“More Vulcan than Vulcans”: Painfully shy, socially insecure, and awkward (bookish and reserved), Kolleen
tends to interact with people along clinical a/o scientific lines. Most people (quietly) resent being viewed in
the same vein as laboratory specimens or psychiatric patients, but her officiousness and detachment are an
emotional shield. A minority of the crew occasionally deride her as “the ship's Martian”- but never in her
hearing or that of the Senior Staff.
Talents:
Did the Reading- Ariel has a knack for absorbing information quickly and knows how to put it to good use.
When you attempt a task, you may spend 1 Momentum (Immediate) to use Science on that task instead of
the discipline you would normally use. In addition, you count as having an applicable focus for that task.
Each time after the first in a single scene that you use this ability, the Momentum cost increases by 1: this
is cumulative.
Mental Repository- Having a highly trained (and well-exercised) mind, Ariel has the ability to recall data with
unprecedented clarity and accuracy. So long as she takes the time to focus her mind prior to attempting a
Task – which takes 2 Intervals during a Timed Challenge – Ariel may reduce the Difficulty of the Task by 1 to
a minimum of 1. In addition, if she succeeds, Ariel also gains a bonus Momentum which may only be spent
on the Obtain Information Momentum spend.
Spirit of Discovery- Ariel has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend one
Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for spending
Determination still apply.
Testing a Theory- When attempting a Task using Engineering or Science, you may roll one additional d20, so
long as your character succeeded at a previous Task covering the same scientific or technological field
earlier in the same adventure.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 5:, Size 1.
A native of the Syrtis Major Colony on Sol IV, Lieutenant Kolleen holds three separate doctorates in Astrophysics,
Exogeology, and Exobiology earned on Earth and Vulcan. She is a careful and dedicated scientist who never places an
unhedged bet and who prefers slow, steady analysis to leaps of intuition. When standing her ground on a matter of
science, Kolleen is fearless- going so far as to argue publicly with the captain, but despite that tendency, Kolleen is
nonetheless a professional and a by-the-book officer.
Kolleen has awkward friendships with both LTJG Marconi and LT Kamishiro- the former based on their shared expertise
and his sense of humor, the latter based on their shared scientific backgrounds and of having grown up in artificial
environments. Marconi and Kamishiro are, therefore, her confidants, and solace and emotional refuge aboard ship.

LTJG Antonio “Sparks” Marconi

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Earth Starfleet Communications Officer- Comms Officer, UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

3

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Astrophysics, Communications Systems, Computer Operations and Repair, EPS Power Systems,
Hand Phasers, Subspace Wave Theory.
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Value:
Breaking Her Out Of Her Shell: Marconi (and “Kam” Kamishiro) have formed awkward- if close and
genuine- friendships with LT Kolleen. They serve as confidants, confessors, and emotional support and are
slowly coaxing the painfully shy Kolleen “out of her shell”.
Fortune Favors The Bold: Risk is part of the job. There are many times when you cannot succeed if you're not
willing to “throw the dice”.
“Peoples is Peoples”: Quoting his great-grandfather, Marconi believes intelligent beings will be animated by
the same basic needs and display the same basic behaviors no matter their planet of origin. For that reason,
they can almost always be understood and then dealt with fairly and respectfully.
Quiet and Serious, Dashing and Romantic: Aboard ship, Antonio Marconi is a quiet, serious individual- a
thinker and a scientist who listens more than he speaks, and who spends much of his spare time tinkering
with his equipment. Off-duty (and off-ship), Marconi is relaxed and quiet- almost shy- with an infectious
grin, a boyish charm, and lustrous brown eyes that make him almost irresistible to the opposite sex.
Talents:
Dauntless- Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus d20 to
your dice pool.
Rapid Analysis- Tasks attempted as part of a Timed Challenge using the Science Discipline takes the
character 1 Time Interval instead of 2. The amount of time taken for any Task may not be reduced to less
than 1 Interval.
Untapped Potential- Marconi is still somewhat green and inexperienced, but talented and has a great deal of
potential. Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought one or more additional dice
with either Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives bonus Momentum equal to the
roll of the :, and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.
Walking Encyclopedia- Once per session, when Marconi attempts a Task, you may spend 2 Momentum
(Immediate) in order to gain an additional Focus for the remainder of the session, due to your breadth of
knowledge. However, any Task using that Focus increases in Complication range by 1, as you are not a true
expert on that subject.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 6:, Size 1.
Like many Starfleet officers, “Sparks” Marconi has dreamed about space since early childhood- idolizing men like
Armstrong, Shepard, Glenn, and Schirra. He'd initially hoped to qualify as a pilot (studying astrogation and stellar
cartography), but had little aptitude for aircraft handling. His studies (and his hobby of radio astronomy) served him in
good stead, however, as he became an expert in radio and subspace wave propagation and astrotelemetry. Marconi built
his first radio transceiver at age seven, and his first subspace telescope at age fifteen. It was this talent (rather than a gift
for languages) which led to Marconi's training as a communications officer, and assignment to the Emden.
Marconi is friendly and approachable, but is particularly close to Lieutenants Kamishiro and Kolleen, seeing past the
latter's cold exterior to the woman within. Given time, the genuine affection he shares (with both women) might turn into
genuine romantic interest in Kolleen. Marconi is also fast friends with LTJG Kane, looking at the younger man as a “kid
brother”.

LT Kamishiro “Kam” Miyah

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Earth Starfleet Engineering Officer- Chief Engineer, UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

2

Science

4

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Impulse Engineering, Starship Deflector Technology, Starship System Engineering, Transporter
Operation and Repair, Unarmed Combat, Warp Drive Engineering
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Value:
Breaking Her Out Of Her Shell: “Kam” and Antonio Marconi have formed awkward- if close and genuinefriendships with LT Kolleen. They serve as confidants, confessors, and emotional support and are slowly
coaxing the painfully shy Kolleen “out of her shell”.
Discipline and Mischief: “Kam” has a quirky sense of humor and delights in playing the occasional prank on
the unwary or deserving, but never, ever pushes the line on safety. She has- since childhood- always been
vitally aware of the dangers of living in space and the discipline required to survive there.
Strategic Thinker: ”Kam” is a strategic thinker- believing that self-discipline, precision, and process are the
best (and in many ways, the only) way to guarantee success or even survival. “Kam” isn't rigid or inflexible,
so much as thoughtful, careful, and precise. She's also the ship's champion at various strategy games such
as 3-D chess.
Others Depend Upon Me: From an early age, Kam understood that the habitat's comfort- even survival- depended
upon people doing their part reliably and properly. This has drilled thoroughness and diligence into her every act.
Talents:
Dauntless- Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus d20 to
your dice pool.
I’m Giving It All She’s Got!- Whenever someone attempts a task with a Power requirement aboard your ship
while you are aboard, roll 1:; on an effect, reduce that Power requirement by 1, to a minimum of 0. In
addition, when you succeed at the Power Management task, you restore Power equal to your Engineering
score, rather than only 1; you may increase this amount by spending Momentum as normal.
Spirit of Discovery- “Kam” has the drive, spirit, and courage to voyage into the unknown. You may spend one
Determination to add three points to the group Momentum pool. The normal conditions for spending
Determination still apply.
Untapped Potential- Despite growing up in space, Kamishiro is still somewhat green and inexperienced, but
talented and has a great deal of potential. Whenever the character succeeds at a Task for which they bought
one or more additional dice with either Momentum or Threat, they may roll 1:. The character receives
bonus Momentum equal to the roll of the :, and adds one point to Threat if an Effect is rolled.

Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 6:, Size 1.
“Kam” was born and raised on the Awasejima Orbital Habitat, quite literally growing up in space (or at least, nearEarth orbit). “Kam” was always a precocious child, headstrong and full of energy, but also disciplined and analyticalher “mischief” was always well-planned and purposeful.
“Kam” was an excellent student, graduating at the top of her class and was swiftly accepted to Starfleet Academy.
Her methodological approach and personal discipline led her first to the Sciences and then to Engineering, where her
true talents lie.
Lieutenant Kamishiro is generally polite, relaxed, and easy-going (disdaining protocol and rank as mere
afterthoughts) without being disrespectful or insubordinate. She is friends with nearly everyone aboard the Emden,
particularly Lieutenants Marconi and Kolleen, the latter of whom she's trying to coax from her shell.

Dr. (LT) Mackay Correy

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Earth Starfleet Medical Officer- CMO, UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

9

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

9

Presence

9

Conn

1

Science

4

Fitness

10

Reason

11

Engineering

1

Medicine

5

Focuses: Biochemistry, First Aid, General Medicine, Psychiatry, Psychology, Surgery,
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Value:
A Healer, Then An Officer: Doctor Correy is apolitical and considers herself a healer first and an officer
second- an attitude which has brought her into occasional dispute with her shipmates and Starfleet
Command.
Starfleet Is A Promise: Correy joined Starfleet in order to serve others and is both vigilant and outspoken to
ensure that Starfleet lives up to the better angels of its ideals.
First, Do No Harm: Dr. Correy will never willingly harm (nor allow to come to harm) a patient under her care.
The Human Factor: Dr. Correy understands that her business is treating people rather than diseases and
demands the very best equipment and people for her Sick Bay.
Talents:
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress
by three.
Field Medicine- When attempting a Medicine Task, you may ignore any increase in Difficulty for working
without the proper tools or equipment.
Quick Study- When attempting a Task that will involve an unfamiliar medical procedure, or which is to
treat an unfamiliar species, ignore any Difficulty increase stemming from your unfamiliarity.
Doctor's Orders- When you attempt a Task to coordinate others, or to coerce someone into taking or
refraining from a specific course of action, you may use your Medicine Discipline instead of Command.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 6:, Size 1.
Unlike most officers, Mackay Correy enlisted in Starfleet, rather than attending the Academy, and was
assigned as support personnel for the Interspecies Medical Exchange. During that tour of duty, Correy showed
so much promise that she was authorized to study medicine while on duty and thus earn both her doctorate and
her commission.
Doctor Correy was finishing her residency in the city of Maracaibo when the Xindi attacked Earth in 2153, and
despite being injured in the aftermath, remained on Earth to treat the wounded and to help begin the cleanup.
Correy “returned” to Starfleet in late 2155, and was promptly assigned to the Emden.
Correy was unhappy with her “recall” to active duty- believing that her work in Venezuela was unfinished. With
the advent of war with the Romulans, however, she (reluctantly) admits that Starfleet (and the Emden) need her
services more.
Dr. Correy is on good terms with- though not particularly close to- the other Emden officers, and takes a
somewhat maternal approach to their health and well-being.

LT. Thelos th'Idrani

(Supporting Character/Major NPC)Andorian Imperial Guardsman- Armory Officer, UES Emden NC-15
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

8

Command

4

Security

5

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

2

Science

1

Fitness

11

Reason

8

Engineering

3

Medicine

1

Focuses: Demolitions, Hand Phasers, Shipboard Weapons Systems, Small Unit Tactics, Starship Strategy and
Tactics, Unarmed Combat
Trait: Andorian. This trait may reduce the Difficulty of Tasks to resist extreme cold, or Tasks impacted by extremely
low temperatures. Their antennae aid in balance and spatial awareness; a lost antenna can be debilitating until it
regrows. Andorians also have a high metabolism, meaning, amongst other things, that they tire more quickly
than Humans; this also makes them more vulnerable to infection from certain types of injury. Before the
Federation, Andorians and Vulcans had numerous disputes; though these issues are largely considered to be
ancient history, Andorians and Vulcans don’t always get along.
Value:
"With a gentleman I am always a gentleman and a half, and with a fraud I try to be a fraud and a half."
Thelos is a man of honor and rigid integrity, though he realizes that not everyone else is. He therefore
interacts with others according to their own standards of conduct.
"I have found that nothing so deceives your adversaries as telling them the truth." Thelos is a cunning
and guileful warrior who understands that an enemy's behavior is determined by what they perceive to be
true- whether or not the facts ultimately support that appearance.
"A conquering army on the border will not be stopped by eloquence." Thelos understands that when
diplomacy fails, you sometimes have to hurt people and break things to get your point across.
"Never believe anything in politics until it has been officially denied." A self-described “professional
cynic”, Thelos has little use for the politicians, bureaucrats, and apparatchiks who infest civilian
governments to their own advantage.
Talents:
Ambush Tactics- Thelos is trained to make ambushes and surprise attacks especially effective. When you
succeed at an attack against an enemy who is unaware of your presence, or who is suffering from a trait or
complication which represents a weakness or vulnerability, add 2: to the amount of Stress the attack
inflicts. This applies to both personal combat and ship combat.
Applied Force- Thelos has mastered the art of best applying his size and strength in a fight. When you make a
melee attack, you may use Fitness instead of Daring. In addition, you add 2: to the Stress rating of your
unarmed attacks.
Crisis Management- Small squad tactics can mean the difference between life and death in a dangerous,
hostile situation, and the character excels at coordinating action in battle. The character may make use of
the Direct Task (Star Trek Adventures Core Rulebook p. 173). If they already have access to the Direct Task,
they may do so twice per scene instead of once.
The Ushaan- Thelos is intimately familiar with the Andorian tradition of honor-dueling known as the Ushaan.
When he makes or is targeted by a melee Attack and buy one or more d20s by adding to Threat, you may
re-roll the dice pool for the Task. Oshon also possesses his own Ushaan-tor, the razor-sharp ice-miner’s
tool used in these duels.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 8:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Ushaan-tor; Melee, 7: Vicious 1, Size 1H.
Phase Pistol; Ranged, 8:, Size 1.
The treaties of 2155 which founded the Coalition of Planets did not include a mutual defense clause, and thus –
despite providing considerable material aid and intelligence- Andor is officially neutral during the Earth-Romulan War.
Officially “on leave” from the Imperial Guard, Thelos gained permission to join Emden despite his planet's official
neutrality based upon his personal “debt of honor” to Earth and Captain Kelley in particular.

Several of Thelos' family (three siblings, one spouse, and a child) were aboard the Empress Thalessa when the ship
was seized by separatist terrorists, and were rescued by Captain Kelley and the Emden. Thelos and a small
detachment of his men have subsequently joined Emden in gratitude and in payment of that “debt”.
As he and his men are the only aliens on a ship full of humans, Thelos acts as an advocate for his own men, but
also serves as a keen observer and advisor to both Commander Hammond and Captain Kelley.
Like Commander Hammond,Thelos is eleventh generation military, and the two officers share a friendship and
common bond of family and duty. Thelos is Hammond's closest friend (and confidant) aboard the Emden.
Thelos' family (and clan) has a reputation for fierce fighters, cunning warriors, and devious
strategists.
Thelos- like most of his extended kin- is a man of honor; he is also a cynic with a sense of humor, sharing many
philosophies with (and enjoying quoting) Otto von Bismarck: "With a gentleman I am always a gentleman and a half,
and with a fraud I try to be a fraud and a half" and “"When a man says he approves of something in principle, it
means he hasn't the slightest intention of carrying it out in practice."

UES Emden NC-15

Ganges Class Light Cruiser
Attributes

Departments

Communications

4

Sensors

5

Command

Computers

4

Structure

5

Engines

5

Weapons

5

Entered Service: 2147
Maximum Speed: Warp 3
Scale: 3
Combat

2 Engineering

2

Conn

4

Science

1

Security

4

Medicine

2

Crew: 25
Maximum Emergency Speed: Warp 3.85

Resistance: 3 Hull Polarization: 8
Power: 4
Crew Support: 3
Weapons and Attacks:
Phase Cannons; Close, 8:, Versatile 1.
Spatial Torpedoes; Long, 6:.
Nuclear Warhead Medium, 7:, Vicious 1, Calibration.
Grappler; 2:,

Refits: 2
Traits: United Earth Starship. Long-Serving
Talents:
Rugged Design- During her SLEP Refit, Emden was rebuilt to incorporate lessons learned during testing for the
NX-program. Reduce the Difficulty of all Tasks to repair the ship by 1, to a minimum of 1.

Improved Impulse Engines- Emden's thrust-to-mass ratio is higher than on most ships, allowing the ship to
accelerate much more quickly. When the flight controller succeeds at the Impulse, Attack Pattern, Evasive
Action, or Ramming Speed Tasks, they may spend 2 Momentum to increase the Difficulty of attacks against the
ship by 1 until the start of the flight controller’s next Turn, due to the ship’s rapid acceleration.
Improved Warp Drive- The ship’s warp drive is more efficient, capitalizing on improved field dynamics, better
control of antimatter flow rates, or some other advancement that allows the ship to expend less energy when
traveling at warp. Whenever the ship spends power to go to warp, roll 1 for each Power spent; for each Effect
rolled, that point of Power is not spent.

OVERVIEW: Originally developed in the early-to-mid Twenty-Second century, the Ganges class (also known as the
“Warp Delta”) saw service with Earth's Starfleet performing planetary defense, survey, and escort roles. Originally limited
to speeds of up to warp two. Service Life Extension Programs begun in the 2150's resulted in an updated and muchimproved design as innovations and equipment developed (and lessons learned from) the NX-Class were applied.
The Ganges Class served until the early part of the Earth-Romulan War (2156-2160), but were quickly withdrawn as they
were no match for the new technologies being deployed by both sides.

CAPABILITIES: Completing her SLEP in early 2156, Emden has received formidable new armaments and a
refined/modified engine core- with a new top speed of Warp Three (and a maximum emergency speed of Warp 3.85).
Emden is also fitted with a small hangar housing two standard shuttlepods.

Supporting
Characters
Supporting Characters are NPCs created ad hoc (usually by invoking the
ship's Support attribute during play. They may be created by either the GM
or the players themselves as needed.
Initially very basic (“bare-bones”), they may be developed on each
successive appearance, or by players in lieu of their regular characters.
Each of the Supporting Characters/NPCs detailed below has had at least
three RPG appearances.

Admiral James “Jack” Cutter
(Supporting Character/Notable NPC)- Starfleet Flag Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

9

Command

5

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Administration, Galactic Politics, Starship Strategy And Tactics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
A Hard Man To Love: Cutter is an insistent task master who demands the best of his people and tends to be
unforgiving of mistakes (especially those which reflect poorly on his own leadership), He will support his
officers until they become a liability or an embarrassment, at which point their lives can become very lonely.
Never Turn Your Back On a Cardassian: Having seen battle with them in earlier Border Wars, Cutter is
suspicious and mistrustful of the Cardassians, but is also eager to capitalize on his wartime experience as a
stepping stone to more prestigious posts and higher office
Talents:
Cold Reading- Succeeding at a Task during Social Conflict generates one bonus Momentum which must be
used for the Obtain Information Momentum Spend to gain knowledge about an individual on the other side of
the interaction. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, the character gains the Scrutinize 1 benefit
(see page 91 of the Star Trek Adventures core rulebook) when rolling Challenge Dice.
Dauntless- Whenever Cutter attempts a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus
d20 to your dice pool.
Well Informed- Aside from his official contacts, Cutter maintains contacts everywhere and listens for news and
rumors from far and wide. At the start of a scene, you may add 1 to Threat to ask the Gamemaster two
questions about the situation or location, as if you had spent Momentum on the Obtain Information spend.
The answers you receive will be knowledge you’ve gained from your contacts and the news and rumors
you’ve heard.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
The command officer for whichever sector the heroes happen to be adventuring in, Admiral James “Jack: Cutter is a
no-nonsense officer who gained his position as much through politics as through experience or talent. Despite a
(deserved) reputation for stepping over and on the careers of his subordinates, Cutter is, nonetheless, a capable
officer with ambitions on a political career after he leaves Starfleet.

Peter DeSoto (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Starfleet Science Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

10

Command

1

Security

3

Daring

8

Presence

8

Conn

2

Science

4

Fitness

9

Reason

11

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Anthropology, Archaeology, Phaser
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,

and unpredictable.
Value:
Truth Is In The Dust: DeSoto believes that history- preserved in the archaeological record- determines the
truths about itself with which every culture grapple.
Talents:
Did the Reading- DeSoto has a knack for absorbing information quickly and knows how to put it to good use.
When you attempt a task, you may spend 1 Momentum (Immediate) to use Science on that task instead of
the discipline you would normally use. In addition, you count as having an applicable focus for that task.
Each time after the first in a single scene that you use this ability, the Momentum cost increases by 1: this is
cumulative.
Resolute- You are indomitable, and unwilling to succumb to adversity. You increase your maximum Stress by
three.

Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 15
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
Born on the Federation colony of Granger's World, Pete DeSoto has always been intrigued by the idea of worlds on
which thousands of years of history might be buried beneath one's feet. That fascination virtually guaranteed a
career in archaeology- and his grades allowed DeSoto to explore that career among Starfleet's finest.
Peter DeSoto is a non-descript human in his late twenties; though “bland” might be a more apt term for an
appearance so eminently forgettable.

Doc-In-A-Box (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)“Portable” Emergency Medical Hologram
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

1

Security

2

Daring

10

Presence

7

Conn

1

Science

3

Fitness

8

Reason

11

Engineering

2

Medicine

4

Focuses: First Aid, Triage, Emergency Medicine,
Trait: Hologram. Holograms can be programmed to any specification, though the nature of their holomatrix means
that they are essentially impervious to direct physical harm – they can allow energy and objects to pass through
them at will. Although the Doc-In-A-Box projection is impervious to most physical attacks, the base unit is not.
Talents:
Field Medic- When attempting a Medicine Task while in the midst of combat, the Doc-In-A-Box may ignore
the first Complication that would increase the Difficulty of this Task.
Field Medicine- Able to replicate/synthesize almost any tool it needs, the Doc-In-A-Box ignores any increase in
Difficulty for working without the proper tools or equipment.
Surgery Savant- When attempting a Medicine Task during an Extended Task relating to surgery, the character
gains the Triumphant Effect (CRB pg 91).
Combat

Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Resistance: 3

Originally conceived and tested by the crew of the U.S.S. Retributor, the Doc-In-A-Box is a “portable” EMH unitsupported by a 2 x 1.5 x 1.5m cargo container. Containing a portable fusion generator, scaled-down computer core,
augmented memory, and holographic emitters, the unit weighs 68kg.
Not exactly “man-portable”, the Doc-In-A-Box has nonetheless proven supremely useful in field hospitals, refugee
encampments, and other semi-fixed positions.

Enrique Engañado

1

(Supporting Character/Notable NPC)-

Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

8

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

9

Presence

8

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Phaser, First Aid, Small Unit Tactics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Talents:
Deadeye Marksman- The character has spent time at the target range every day, working on their aim. When
the character takes the Aim Minor Action, they reduce the Difficulty of their next Attack by 1, in addition to
the normal effects of the Aim Minor Action.
Quick to Action- During the first round of any combat, you and your allies may ignore the normal cost to
Retain the Initiative.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
1

Engañado means “deceived” or “duped”- a fitting name for a “red shirt” security officer...

Chief Petty Officer Perry Gates2
(Supporting Character/Notable NPC)- Starfleet Security Enlisted man
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

8

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

9

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

3

Medicine

1

Focuses: Phaser, First Aid, Starship Weaponry, Small Unit Tactics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Values:
Keeper of Tradition: Gates understands that Starfleet's NCOs- in particular, its Chief Petty Officers- are
the guardians and keepers of Starfleet's traditions and “corporate” knowledge. Gates has a hide-bound
obligation to “bring up” the next generation properly. He is, by turns, an affable friend and mentor, a
demanding task master, and a bellicose belligerent when one of “his own” is on the receiving end.
Talents:
Veteran- Chief Gates has been around the block many many times and draws upon inner reserves of willpower
and determination in a more measured and considered way. Whenever Foster spends a point of
Determination, roll 1:. If an Effect is rolled, immediately regain that spent point of Determination.
Voice of Authority- The tone of your voice and the clarity of your words conveys that you are in control, that
you are someone who should be listened to. When you assist someone, and use your Presence to do so,
you may add 2 to Threat to treat your assistance die as if it had rolled a 1 instead of rolling it.
Combat

Weapons and Attacks:

Stress: 13
2

Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.

Chief Gates can usually be found serving alongside Lieutenant Commander Alcott at any of his various postings.

Reginald Kinsey

(Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Special Assistant to the Federation Undersecretary for Humanitarian Relief.
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

8

Command

5

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

10

Conn

2

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Administration, Diplomacy, Galactic Politics
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Value:
Unblemished Success: Kinsey is ambitious and (occasionally) ruthless, believing that his career success
hinges upon “unblemished” accomplishment. He will use and exploit those whom he can, reward those he
must, discard those who have outlived their usefulness, and blame his subordinates for any failure
(wherever possible). While Kinsey genuinely tries to work for the benefit of the Federation, his own
advancement and political power are never far from his mind.
Talents:
Bargain- Whenever When negotiating an offer with someone during Social Conflict, you may re-roll a d20 on
your next Persuade Task to convince that person. If the Social Conflict involves an Extended Task, you gain
the Progression 1 benefit when you roll your Challenge Dice.
Disarming Nature- Kinsey is extremely sociable and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are engaged
in a Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by 1.
That Wasn't Me- Despite his history and penchant for deflecting blame and avoiding responsibility, some
people are always willing to do business with Kinsey. Kinsey adds 1 bonus Momentum to his pool when he
successfully completes a task to win a target’s trust.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 12
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 1 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge, Hidden 1.
Mr. Kinsey is the special Charge d'Affairs responsible for coordinating Federation relief efforts in the heroes' sector,
reporting directly to Federation Undersecretary Tollis. Young, dashing, and handsome, Kinsey is a consummate
politician, and has his eye on higher political office.
Kinsey is eager to make a name for himself and jealous of his reputation- to the point of throwing several Starfleet
officers “under the bus” after the failure of a major diplomatic mission.

Lloyd (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Holographic Bartender
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

8

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

1

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

2

Medicine

4

Focuses: Counseling, Libations of the Galaxy, Short-Order Replicator
Trait: Hologram. Holograms can be programmed to any specification, though the nature of their holomatrix means
that they are essentially impervious to direct physical harm – they can allow energy and objects to pass through
them at will. Although Lloyd himself is impervious to most physical attacks, his holographic emitters are not.
Absent some sort of mobile emitter, Lloyd is limited to Ten Forward, Sick Bay, and the holodecks.
Value:
A Friendly Ear: In addition to serving food and drinks as needed, Lloyd is programmed to be a sympathetic
and friendly listener.
Talent:
Disarming Nature- Lloyd is extremely sociable and adept at putting others at ease. Whenever you are engaged in a
Social Conflict, you reduce the Difficulty of any Test to make your target relax or to trust you by 1.

Insightful Guidance- Whenever you Assist a character, who is in a Social Conflict, using your knowledge of
psychology or emotional states, that character is considered to have an Advantage in addition to the normal
benefits provided by your Assist.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Programmed by unknown engineers at Star Station Overlook, Lloyd has become a fixture in the Crew's Lounge (Ten
Forward on Galaxy Class starships). Though a man of few words, Lloyd is an expert bartender and a great
conversationalist.

Ditza “Dizzy” zh'Phoru (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Starfleet Security Officer
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

8

Command

2

Security

4

Daring

10

Presence

9

Conn

1

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

7

Engineering

2

Medicine

3

Focuses: Phaser, Small Unit Tactics, Unarmed Combat
Trait: Andorian. This trait may reduce the Difficulty of Tasks to resist extreme cold, or Tasks impacted by extremely
low temperatures. Their antennae aid in balance and spatial awareness; a lost antenna can be debilitating until it
regrows. Andorians also have a high metabolism, meaning, amongst other things, that they tire more quickly
than Humans; this also makes them more vulnerable to infection from certain types of injury. Before the
Federation, Andorians and Vulcans had numerous disputes; though these issues are largely considered to be
ancient history, Andorians and Vulcans don’t always get along.
Value:
Ad astra per Aspera: (“To the Stars, Through Difficulty” Ditza understands that any goal is met with resistance
and challenges. Mutual reliance and teamwork are the surest means of accomplishing her goals- or even of
surviving.)
Talent:
Proud and Honorable- Ditza's personal integrity is unimpeachable, and she will not willingly break a promise
made. Whenever you attempt a Task to resist being coerced into breaking a promise, betraying your allies, or
otherwise acting dishonorably, you reduce the Difficulty by one.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 13
Unarmed Strike; Melee 5:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 7:, Size 1, Charge.
Calm, reliable, and mission-focused, Ditza is a proud and honorable of Andor and its warrior traditions. Despite her
nickname, “Dizzy” is an experienced, confident young woman dedicated to the safety and welfare of those under her
charge. When on duty, she is cautious and professional, but is rumored to have a hell-raising streak when on her
own time.

“Dizzy” earned her nickname after an incident in Starfleet Academy. Another cadet accidentally dealt Ditza a
crippling blow to her antenna, leaving her vulnerable to incidents of dizziness and vertigo for the weeks it took the
injury to heal.

Plaak (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Ferengi Consul/FCA Trade Representative
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

10

Command

3

Security

2

Daring

8

Presence

11

Conn

1

Science

2

Fitness

7

Reason

9

Engineering

1

Medicine

0

Focuses: Analysis, Appraise, Barter, Diplomacy, Economics, Persuasion
Trait: Ferengi. Ferengi possess acute hearing far beyond that of other humanoid races and are able to hear both
higher and lower frequencies. However, this means that they experience severe pain at intense sound and any
physical trauma to their enlarged ears. They also possess hardy immune systems, rendering them immune to
many common diseases, but their small stature makes them ill-suited for intense or prolonged physical exertion
and many consider them weak. Ferengi try to avoid hard labor and direct confrontation, leading to a reputation
for cowardice. The structure of Ferengi brains renders them immune to telepathy.
Values:
The 8th Rule: "Small print leads to large risk."
The 17th Rule: "A contract is a contract is a contract… but only between Ferengi."
The 57th Rule: "Good customers are as rare as latinum. Treasure them. "
Talents:
Knowledge Equals Profit- Whenever Plaak spends Momentum to Obtain Information, an additional
Momentum is added to the group’s Momentum Pool after all other Momentum spends are resolved.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 9
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Disruptor Pistol; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
Plaak is a younger Ferengi who made his wealth early and then bought his way into the Ferengi Commerce
Authority, where he has quietly amassed even more wealth. His function in this sector is to settle disputes and
negotiate settlements while ensuring the most favorable possible trade conditions for the Ferengi. He is a master of
negotiation and has unusual foresight- often preferring long-term profitability over latinum-in-hand.
Plaak is greedy, venal, and self-interested, but he has the power and authority to make deals with the heroes- but
they'd best be sure to check the fine-print.

Sevok (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Attributes

Starfleet Science Officer

Disciplines

Control

9

Insight

9

Command

4

Security

2

Daring

7

Presence

9

Conn

3

Science

1

Fitness

9

Reason

11

Engineering

2

Medicine

1

Focuses: Hand-To-Hand Combat, Persuade, Phaser
Trait: Vulcan. Vulcans are naturally resistant to extreme heat and dehydration, extremely strong, and have keen
auditory and olfactory senses. They are also telepathic, though this takes training to properly manifest,
and they learn mental discipline and emotional control from childhood. However, this control takes regular

meditation to maintain, and their controlled nature and desire for privacy can distance them from others,
and make interactions awkward.

Value:
Appreciating Infinite Diversity Requires Understanding: Sevok believe that to truly appreciate IDIC, one
must understand not only the “how” of the universe, but the “why” behind the actions of others.
Comprehending their reasoning does not, however, require endorsement or approval. Understanding why
Klingons, for example, believe they are driven to expansion and conquest does not mean agreeing with their
logic or embracing their methods.
Talents:
Mind Meld- Sevok has undergone training in telepathic techniques that allow the melding of minds through
physical contact. This will always require a Task with a Difficulty of at least 1, which can be opposed by an
unwilling participant. If successful, you link minds with the participant, sharing thoughts and memories;
Momentum may be spent to gain more information, or perform deeper telepathic exchanges. This link goes
both ways, is a tiring and potentially hazardous process. Complications can result in pain, disorientation, or
lingering emotional or behavioral difficulties.
Nerve Pinch- Sevok has learned to use a Vulcan form of neuropressure to swiftly and non lethally incapacitate
assailants. The nerve pinch counts as a melee weapon with 1: Intense, Size 1H, and the Nonlethal quality.
You may use Science or Medicine instead of Security when attempting a nerve pinch Attack, and may
increase damage according to the Discipline used.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.
Sevok is third-generation Starfleet, and like his mother and grandfather before him, is an inveterate explorer with an
incurable curiosity. Sevok is insatiably eager to determine what's around the next corner, the next planet, the next
sector.

Skaaran (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Attributes

Starfleet Engineering Officer

Disciplines

Control

10

Insight

10

Command

1

Security

2

Daring

9

Presence

8

Conn

2

Science

3

Fitness

8

Reason

11

Engineering

4

Medicine

1

Focuses: Environmental/Life Support Systems, Computer Support/Repair, Phaser
Trait: Zaranite. Zaranites are hardy and immune to toxic gases, complications due to bright lighting, and can survive
the extremes conditions of the vacuum of space, so long as their respirator tanks last. In general, Zaranites are
pleasant if not somewhat reserved. In addition to their service in Starfleet, Zaranites also serve in various
positions within the scientific community and diplomatic corps.
Value:
A Well-tuned Machine: Engineering is less a vocation to Skaaran and more of a passion- bordering on a
sacred calling. A machine in perfect operating condition is- in Skaaran's mind- as much work of art as any
revered painting or idealized sculpture. Skaaran is aesthetically offended by a poorly run or maintained
machine, and must restrain himself from diving in with both hands to correct the situation.
Talent:
Hardened Hide- Zaranite skin is extremely tough and capable of withstanding pressures, temperatures, and
acidity levels that would prove lethal to other species. Characters with this Talent gain 2 natural Resistance.
Multispectrum Vision- Zaranites can see a broader spectrum of light than most humanoid species.
Characters with this Talent gain a bonus Momentum on a Perception Task based on vision. This bonus
Momentum may only be used on the Gain Information Momentum spend.
Combat

Weapons and Attacks:

Stress: 10
Resistance: 2

Unarmed Strike; Melee 3:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 5:, Size 1, Charge.

A born engineer, Skaaran began disassembling things (to discern their workings) almost as soon as he could walk,
and his obsession only expanded from their. The impulse to dismantle things was soon replaced with a fussy
perfectionism which demanded not only that his devices and projects function- but that they function as efficiently as
possible.
Skaaran takes artistic delight in machinery, and while looking for ways to improve its function, takes greater
pleasure from its perfect operation.

Siobhan (Notable NPC)Federation Ambassador
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

8

Insight

10

Command

4

Security

3

Daring

7

Presence

11

Conn

1

Science

2

Fitness

8

Reason

10

Engineering

0

Medicine

1

Focuses: Diplomacy, Negotiation, Persuade, Politics
Trait: Ilantari. The humanoid Ilantari tend to be both thin and willowy with somewhat fragile constitutions, but have a
reputation for being highly perceptive, intuitive, and honorable. They are much in demand as teachers,
diplomats, and scholars.
Aged. Siobhan is (for her people) extremely elderly and frail. Should Siobhan suffer any physical damage
(from an attack or a fall, etc.) any effect rolled on the Challenge Dice inflicts 2 points of Stress (in addition to
any other Effects). She also suffers a +1 Difficulty to resist poisons, disease, or other forms of indirect
harm.
Value:
Forging Understanding: Siobhan has dedicated her life to diplomacy, forging agreements and creating
understanding between different peoples and cultures.
Talents:
Dauntless- Whenever Siobhan attempts a Task to resist being intimidated or threatened, you may add a bonus
d20 to your dice pool.
Defuse The Tension- Whenever you attempt a Task to persuade someone not to resort to violence, you may
add a bonus d20 to your dice pool.
Peaceful Existence- Siobhan is adept at creating peaceful resolutions. Whenever she attempts a Task to
dissuade another individual or group from resorting to conflict, they reduce the Difficulty of that Task by 1.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 11
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
The Federation Ambassador from the planet Ilanta, Siobhan is an accomplished and experienced diplomat in the
middle of her second century (from a humanoid species with a life expectancy of only about a century). She has
served the Federation Diplomatic Corps for nearly eighty-five years. Siobhan was instrumental in forging an accord
with the Romulan Empire which ended cross-border raids against the Zehtarans.
Siobhan is lively, warm, and charming- and is nearly always accompanied by her aide and bodyguard Sorion.

Sorion (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Federation Security (Bodyguard)
Attributes
Control

9

Insight

9

Disciplines
Command

3

Security

5

Daring

10

Presence

8

Conn

0

Science

1

Fitness

11

Reason

7

Engineering

1

Medicine

2

Focuses: First Aid, Hand Phasers, Swordsmanship, Survival, Unarmed Combat
Trait: Zehtaran. Zehtarans are a hardy people who evolved on a harsh desert world, are possessed of immense
physical strength, and a thick, scaly, wood-like epidermis. The Zehtarans are a rough-and-ready people with a
long history of tribal and internecine warfare. Like the Klingons and certain human cultures, the Zehtarans have
a pronounced and rigid religious code of honor
Value:
Protector and Defender: Sorion is fiercely- fanatically- loyal to Ambassador Siobhan and will gladly lay down
his life to protect her. He is oath-sworn (at the cost of eternal damnation) to obey and serve her.
Talent:
Applied Force- Sorion has mastered the art of best applying his size and strength in a fight. When you make a
melee attack, you may use Fitness instead of Daring. In addition, you add 2: to the Stress rating of your
unarmed attacks
Constant Presence- Sorion is always at Siobhan's side- introducing this Supporting Character in subsequent
adventures no longer costs Crew Support, and the Supporting Character gains 1 Determination the first time
they are used in an adventure.
Close Protection- When you make a successful Attack, you may spend one Momentum to protect a single ally
within Close range. The next Attack against that ally before the start of your next turn increases in Difficulty
by 1.
Hardened Hide- Zehtaran skin is extremely tough and capable of withstanding pressures, temperatures, and
acidity levels that would prove lethal to other species. Characters with this Talent gain 2 natural Resistance.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 7:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Resistance: 2
Sword; Melee 8:, Vicious 1, Size 2.
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 8:, Size 1, Charge.
A native of Zehta III, Sorion is the oath-sworn servant and protector of Ambassador Siobhan, and has served
alongside her for nearly two decades. Like Worf, Sorion is honorable and over-protective, suspicious, mistrustful,
and a professional paranoiac.

Christine Tomlinson (Supporting Character/Notable NPC)Starfleet Transporter Chief
Attributes

Disciplines

Control

11

Insight

10

Command

2

Security

3

Daring

10

Presence

8

Conn

0

Science

2

Fitness

8

Reason

7

Engineering

5

Medicine

1

Focuses: Transporter Operation and Repair, Hand Phasers, Unarmed Combat
Trait: Human. Humans are adaptable and resilient, and their resolve and ambition often allow them to resist great
hardship and triumph despite great adversity. However, humans can also be reckless and stubborn, irrational,
and unpredictable.
Value:
Do It Right The First Time: Beaming someone is a life-and-death responsibility, as every transport subject's
life is in Tomlinson's hands. She takes that responsibility seriously and takes every care to make sure every
transport is done quickly, safely, and successfully..
Talent:
Technical Expertise- Whenever you attempt a Task assisted by the ship’s Computers or Sensors, you may
re-roll one d20 (which may be the ship’s die).

Transporter Chief- You’re well-versed in the operation of transporter systems and can often get them to
function in extreme circumstances or to achieve outcomes that few others could manage. Such efforts are
never without risk, given the delicacy of the technology. When you attempt a task to use, repair, or modify a
transporter, you may add 2 to Threat to reduce the Difficulty of the task by 2, to a minimum of 0.
Combat
Weapons and Attacks:
Stress: 16
Unarmed Strike; Melee 4:, Knockdown, Size 1, Nonlethal
Type 2 Phaser; Ranged, 6:, Size 1, Charge.
For the last fifteen years, Chief Tomlinson has specialized the operation, maintenance, and repair of the ship's
transporters.

